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PSTUVWX���B���YSTUVWX��Z78 
 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 

[\ 117(20,6) 108(15,4) 121(20,3) 112(22,5) 

]^_`9 9(2,0) 6(4,1) 6(2,0) 4(3,0) 

abcd9 80 45 66 29(5,2) 

�eHf 323 327(51,10) 281(57,6) 277(126,16) 

Xg 17 11 19 5 

hi 5 8 6 10 

F�jk 30(11,0) 33(13,2) 27(10,2) 27(7,1) 
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���� 2012� 2��� 
 

2l 27mnlo pqrstuv<T�UwjxIyz¦V{|�}~ OKI=m��W ���xI

3�������, 

3	 5
�	� �������, ������OKI�
� ��� !"#$%�������&

'()*+�,#$-./0123456, 

3	 15
�7� 
8�9:;��<�=>?@A1BC5D�;EFGH N.IJKLMN, 

5	 26
�O� FPHQRST<UVW 1.X 122STY 

6	      PhotonicsSpectra��<������OKI Develops Light Source, 

6	 26
�Z� �[\]^_A`a=^<UVWb.X 4cSTY<Dr. M. Sahabul Alam; 

University of Dhaka, Bangladesh; Visiting Researcher of Nihon University, "Supramolecular 

Nanoarchitectures — Novel Functional Materials for Molecular Electronics" 

7	 23
�	� �[\]^_A`a=^<UVWb.X 4cSTY<Dr. M. Sahabul Alam; 

University of Dhaka, Bangladesh; Visiting Researcher of Nihon University, "Structural and 

Transport Properties of One-Dimensional Coordination Polymers and Spin Cross-Over 

Complexes" 

9	 15
�O� FdHe[fKg�<�h^A
�1BCij��klmn<N.BCIJKLMN

�o9pq,<
8�9rs9t 3.X 2c 3205uY 

10	 1
�	� vwxBCy`a=^<z{|}~����9`[�^2c`a=^Y<Yu-Xiang 

Zhengu�; Key Laboratory of Micro and Nano Photonic Structures, Ministry of Education, 

Department of Optical Science and Engineering, Fudan University, Shanghai, 

China, ”Development of ellipsometry and its applications in nanoscale materials” 

10	 5
��� vwxBCy`a=^<z{|}~����9`[�^2c`a=^Y<Yu-Xiang 

Zhengu�; Key Laboratory of Micro and Nano Photonic Structures, Ministry of Education, 

Department of Optical Science and Engineering, Fudan University, Shanghai, China,  

  ”Folded spectrometer and its application in optical monitoring for thin film deposition” 

10	 17
��� vwxBCy`a=^<z{|}~����9`[�^2c`a=^Y<Andrei 

Kirilyuku�; Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherland, ”Laser-induced 

magnetization dynamics and reversal: the role of angular momentums” 

10	 26
�	� vwxBCy`a=^<z{|}~����9`[�^2c`a=^Y<Andrei 

Kirilyuku�; Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherland 

11	 12
�	��[\]^_A`a=^<UVW 8.X 831uY<Dr. Gary Richards; College of  

                Science and Technology, Nihon University, “Pyrazinacenes: Synthesis and Self-Assembling  

                Properties of Nitrogen-Rich Acene Analogues” 

11	 28
��� �5 24�"
8�9s�9t90��S<
8�9 N.BCIJKLMN��`�

e�[(Sd)<UVW 1.X 2c 121STY<�	�<����<����<�8�<

�����<���<�� ¡<¢�£¤ 

2013� 

 1	 12
�O� �5 24�";ES, ¥K¦§a^¨©[ª<UVW|} 1.X 2c 122STY 

 1	 9
��� 
8�9:;��<«¬���89� DFAT®¯°±1²³w, 

 2	 9
�O� ~����9`[�^´µ¶ N.BCIJKLMN�=>·¸�¹º�»¼�½#$

/01¾¿ÀÁ,ÂÃF 22H���94Ä»¼ÅÆ\]^Ç��ÈÉÅÆ\]^

Ç��z{|} 
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g"#$%Y&'�(Z�)*+,-.4�/0ª�12345>j678934:;Y�

��� 
      ���	�
��������Z� 

      ��������������� !" 
      �#$�+%��&�� '()* 

    +,-.�/01�+2�34	56#$�+%��&�� 
78+�r'()9
)*6�:+;<=> 

?@ÝABCDEF GHIJ#$�+%K�L�@E6MNOPJQ���R�
��

N@�����S'g@6)*TUVWX.��MYTUVZ6[\�].3^_`a

+bc> 
d@
78+�r'(2efghij�7�k4l�mn�o�efghij�7�k4

p6qÆrs��tuv�����w�x�yzVefghij�qÆrs��tV6

{|}~�����������TU+b��Ý[\6�qÆrs��tuv6T

U+bc> 
�@�TU��EF ��{�/����45k�g��+�������r��N FeCuPt

A�}������uv6����2����45�������'(2�N�6���

��/MNZ ���'(�¡¢£N+¤¥¦§¤¨Æ©kª¦�������V

)*��� «¬�= > 
��� �� ���������

g@��	V
��������Z��7�k4����V��������� !"�

���#$�+%��&�� '(6W6)*+b��/01�+2�34	56#

$�+%��&�� 
78+�r'()9)*��:.3>Z6)*�� 166 nm
®120 nm 6'(¤�¦+)¯.3>Z°±�5 ²I6g§³$¦+´µ;¶EF 77 

nm®77 nm6¤�¦·¥i�¸¹Eº��B�»�´µ²�E6;¶¹��¼º½¾¿
Eº3> 

?@#$À�N GdFeCo p�GÁr8�+ÂÃ.3Ä6�GHI��OP��ºÅÆTU+
¾Ç3ÈÉV.����ÊË��1±ÌÍB½DGHI6
qÆrs�ÎÏ6|E¹�

Eº ÝAB8i�L¥4�¦8+<=.3 >>?�O2S@ÍBÐV.��Z6�c

BÊË¯A»KÑB«[EojC ZV+)9.3kEF > 

d@w�x�yzVefghij�qÆrs��tV6{|}~�3ÝAB��tuv��

�����Æ�	
�����������6������������ !"��

#$%&'()���+���� 	
������	����������Ý 

����� �  

� !"#$%&'()**+�,�-.r/01 FeCuPt 23456789�:;�<��
=>6>�?D@�,ABCD�E� FG��H()*�IJ�KL�M� �5

E�N��O�$%&'()**+�,A45.178*�M� P �Q+E\�R*

+�M,kH() FeCuPt2345678�9�ST��k��=� � 

��� �� �����������

U 6VW-XYLXLZ[\] ICM2012, July 8-12, Pusan �O-.r/01^_X�N�

1`6.��10VXLZ[\]ICAUMS2012, Oct. 1-5, 2012, Nara �a�O/�0bcXd
e�+fRg12+hij	klX�N�mn�-%.*opqr4s32�kl?t�4

u��	���v�O 6 `Xwx�M��+56y7 Gr.Xz{8|}�X~9Xwx�M
� ��[\/��V 1 :��X��+56y7 Gr.Xz{8|}�4�M��! N ;

<+%=>e3+�,��N/]�]�?�A��O���  
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 �� � �!�

U �U��EFF��GG�HIJK��EFFL�HM�U

UUNU���� ���	
����������������������� !"#

##$#%&'���(�)*+,-./01�234�5 6789 :�;<�=>#

##?#@A�BCDEFG��� @BH
IJEFKL�!"#

 
�� 
 �� � �!"�
#�

# M# NOP��QRSTUVW�X���;Y�ZV[\�STFN]�4^���_`

a&bcd�e��fghij��_`a&bklm`�nohi��(pqrstZ

VW\��U��uv�w xyz{|} \�jw�stZVWL�~h�l 82 % 
�����_`a&b��m����.���~h�l 86 % ��U�fhijwar

���l��STFN]�4^�����k��j�wa�k�����l 60 % ���

�i�wa�k�e�hi���������U��X�w ������_`a��

�J��~h�_����U�fhij 

  �# ���������������������	
����l�% #¡#¢£#�#����#�

� ¤aU¥¦% #§¨#¢£#�@A©ªqr\��«¬EFGU®X�¯°±²³I

B´²A�B �©�±ABHUµ¶hi�·¸�¹Uº»¼{x��j�½U¾¿ h

�#ÀÁÂ#�Ã��U����Ä#¡¡#¢£#kNuÅÆ¡#μ£#���BÇU��h�waUÈB

±�J� h����	
����UÉ�·¸�¹X�w �fghijÊ��ËÌ#

ÍÎ��²�±EFG�����	
����UÏ·¸�¹h�¯°±²³IB´²

A�B��������Ð,4�5�������23Uº»j  

#$# %&'���(�f�iÑ��pk��FN §Ò7Æ¡#¢£ ��JÓJ�����4���

´B±�OFN 7Ò¡#¢£^�PIJQRFIÒ¶����Uº����k�U ÊS���

hij�i�J7�������	
��������� 
����������

������� !""#$	"%&#�'()* +",-./T�X(�Ñ��"

%&#	0123	4��5'67�
�/K8����9	�:;<�=���

 !""#$	
>Ã?@A8BCD#E	FGHI���8B D#JL�KL(ÆMN

O
	7�P QR#S#	���FGTlU QV#µ#k=<���W��MX"AYZ[Z"C

\<�"]^K�k4LW�KL( 8B O
	/_7�lU V`#S#k=a�b	7�

k	FGTlU Q`#µ#k=<��`ca�d`#µ#e�	� !""#$lD#�Uf�g

vh 8B O
ij�KL(b��k(�ÊllFGT d``#µ#m�X(�Ñ	nNÈ

@oVX(b�Ppqk=(� ##

?# �W� rs9��t� u§`#v£ 	L�"�$�KnBw
xZy�k(z�X���{

| §Ê`#v£ }��~ d#££ �9	nA�B���t���X(b���g�����y

?�Z
M�7Nl d`#v£e��4�_ra(�Êllb	�t��5�(t� u§`#v£

	"	_��	�";��#

#

$� 
 �� � ������"#�

# �#;���K�X(�Ñ	��ÍÎ���N��K ��|±M³xB�MA�B

�g��NÇOB7
��"#�����N �������"#���KgL (�

��	
�#y��	��l���g/%�	PQ� �7Y���c�����N��

���Kl �R%�	P¡��n¢@YZn8B7Y��� £� Êl S�l § `	Z

� ;L�¤�¥T	U¡��¦	¤Ñ��`LK §���c��¨©��ªK[

Z
«ZNk�¦�\¬;X(�Ñ	VU ;<�� #
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  Ô®Ë¯�a��� 600���	
�����������������������
� !���"#$%�&'()��	*+,*-�./�.0
�1 

2345�67 !�89���:;<=>?@A�&'BCD�����EFG23�

HI9F���JK9�LM N-OPQORSTUV�WX�YUT�
�1EFG23

�HI9F���a����Z[23� 5%�E\]^_23� 10%`+�abcd�ef

�
�1 

Qghi<j3kl�mn�
�Qopqrs�-Oabtuvi���������w

xyz{x
�j3�|}
�j3kl~^��[�-�j3|}� 1 L ��\�-��U

çF�MWS���Q��j3kl���./���g��q����I����1 

Q���89���EF��]^_���23�~�9�X��"#
�1 

 
0,�� �����1���)�

  ���-y�� !��s���89�� Sr : s�¡¢�� £¤��-O¥G

¦§�I�¨G� LaNi0.6Fe0.4O3-� �~�©ª�«�-��� ¬�®�¯@*+«�-°

�±²9F1°F�� £¤�9��tu<³´ � BaCe1-xMxO3-��~�©ª«�-���

3#µ¶³ M�«�-�±²�M�9��µ¶³·¸z Ce�~ç��� Yz«��¡¢�

Nd �I��� B ¹µ<µ¶³·¸�~º»�#¼z 4+�Gç�}½
������3¾¿

À+z,Á9�µ¶³´ ��9��Â��G�Ã��Ä9F1SOFC "#$%�ÅÆ()

�����ÇÈÉ��� !��	°�ÊË9���1 

:;<=>?@A�&'BCD2345�67 !�89���°ÌÍÎÏÐ�:;<=

>?@A����ÑÒ�ÓÔ9FÕ23PÕQ�¡F¢�Q abcdÖ(�ÊË9�Ta

V�Ö(� N¥×ØDÙ��ÚY�ÛG�Ã��Ä9F1°F� �ÜÝ:Þs�:;<

=>?@A�����67 !�a��G��-�������	
�������� �

�������������� � !��"#$%&'(W)*�&+,$�-./ 3.1%

�&01��2��������	
���a���������3ç������+�

�������+a� �!��+"�#�4$%&' !56()*+,'-
�.&

/01�3+'�� 

234567�89:;&#�2<=(>?
@A�BCDv5
EF+G� �!H

IJKLI#�7�MN=4�O+�PQÕRST#��&+,7 '�U3!VX8W9

A:IXYZ
[\#�7�F]^;+J 3�
 DNA <_!`=!�0ab�cde(�

f>gQÕGh?ijdklm+h@ !7�F]^noÓ/p'��q�!r��!A�

Gh?sq��t�3���uB
vw@+J
Cx!N	yz�{|
A�}~D?(+

h�7��9
E�0F!t@A����+h�234567�89¶�
�� ��'�� 

2��+�' �!��+�����Q���+,:P����GGHIP���K/

¢#JK,�&' �����Gh?2��EFXYL	PMN2O��
j�&��PD

Dy�(��*
QR����.
F�!Gh?����j�+����M�@N	yz�

]�
S�+,�
EF+,7K������  

 
2,�� �����$����3��

  7�F]^3�
7�FIGh?�9+�#�XY� ¡¢£�
¤^XYP�� �q�

TUK¥¦' ��V§+,�Wl�?X�Y+a� �XY¨©4P£�
Z[zª4�

������	�
���'����   
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�� !9����. ���"#�õù��$9���%. ����&'õù��(. ���)*+

õù��,�.ø���õ��-�ø�.�õù /019ø���õ��2���õ�õù3!"4

#. $��%5$�26�ù789:9&;'<. =()*ö÷>?@�ù�+"A9,�'�. 

 

�� �� 24�	
����
����� 

bB MYC-� E-boxCDEF PIGHIJKY�	ü����.��9=(*�+�ùE-box /L

CACGTG MNOCPQR�S0C12EF PIGHIJKRTU34567°9VW38W9:

;67°CDXY<Z[\]M=E^M>1XQ_34567°C`abR9Y<?9cde�

f¬?967@2?MghijQ_klmAhC MG63M@nXbo¬XQ Xenograft Y¬þp

Myc-6 YqBCrsCtuvwCZ[ixQ_ 

yB X�M�aQz�{��DYQ|Y.���¬ü"#�õ��9��9����.��9=(*�
+��z�{��DüPDT�}"#�Y�\]M~�XQ Photon Activation Therapy (PAT)CtF�

Q�����DY�	ME�9��������FG	
�����H������5I6

7J�K�������>1��� 

�� ��*�����L�* PI � !"#�	ü��$õ���ù LIT1M%&'()*+*N,��

CAAT box�-���-./0�� PI� !"#1OP5672��LIT1M%&	Q34��5

I56�17�� 

8� TGF-β1���� PI� !"#�9%:ERüô�õ;úû�*M%<=>�ù?R@�ABö

÷C�DEFG*)HIJASTKLUV����MJ TGF-β1���� PI� !"

# GB1101�UVN034�17�� 

O� Sutabilon� PI� !"#�-� iPS67K�üô�õ;úû�*M%
��ø��� P�ùQJ

(RSTUVW+*��E�MJ iPS67K�X�YZ�[&��\��\�]^_`*a*6

7� b*#��X� TGF-β1 Wcd�TGF-β1 ���� PI� !"#�Apigenin�efgf�

�E�X� iPS67�K�5X�YZ��� 

h� i?L9[67 DFAT@j�-�k*	\)lTGRU�/]üø���m!�ùk^nA67o

_p�� DFAT-GFP�*qM%&��r��e�	Q�stl`buvT�`a�����-w

F�-xbc	k*�	øD-yde�K�z?	�L�k*	\)lTGRU��	�ew�� 

{� PI� !"#�MUJtf!H|T�ghWcd�-�*34d��	ü}(*�+�,��ùPI

� !"#�MUJtf!H|T�ghWcd SAHA��i������0����FjL�~

wF���n�F�����MUJt!H|T��K������0��������� PI ���

��	
��������������	������������ !"#���$�%�	&'()* 

�� ���;������$���@�/$5k�ü$;����&��l����ù5Im�LD-y

����/��Z����ý�-x�0�f��L��� CT101019a� HPLC�-�:nAo

�p�q�>r�s�IJ�D����@��YZ��� 

�� '��G�-�AS�Ltu5���D�	üô�õ;úû�����.
���q�l�v
��ùAS�Ltu5� ¡��¢��*G£67�+*�IJ��¢��*G£67�wLxh

yzL CD44�34��¤J�tUQ|�Stx(ATRA)�¥¦��'��G§��wLxhy�

-���Ltu5���D�	ö÷��¨��� 

  

2��� 24�	
�����
�� 

1) {|}©N.ö÷'(ª«WJ"*¬`t�F?Rd®�~��>1 

2) TGF-β1���� PI� !"#�9%:ER�^¯°ö÷±?R@�ABö÷CG*)HI

J|*��² 4 ©³´�µ¶  

3) 6�ùPI� !"#�������·;��¸¹�;�$d�]dº�$;�%:$�@�;��¯

°ö÷���E 

4) 10�: TGF-β1���� PI� !"#�$�@��¯°ö÷�$;��³´�µ¶ 

5) 11�: l�;���¯°ö÷'��G�-�AS�Ltu5���D�	�³´�µ¶ 

6) 12�ùTGF-β1���� PI� !"#�»$�	�¼EF$;����½  
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OPQR 24ST UVWX 

  N.���]N^c��¾�!�_¿8À®�������	
��������-Y
Z[���\8]^_`�abcdef�Lghi������������������

�� �!"#$%&'$����(%)*+,�-.��/0123456785095

���jkC���	
Clm>:;<�=��>?��@7A6BC�DE,)%�FG

H�IJA�06KLMN�OP��F 
 
nPo��
��UVpqkr 
�D9JK��
� 

  /QR���STUV�AWOXY�Z��â[\]�^�_`:,)����/ab
cde�fg,�hi,j�k=l$STXY�mn�Z���o0p�5qr6sC:t

6fg�uv,*+��F/wl��kâxyz[{|} FeCuPt ?~����	6hi_
`�(%)*+,jFSTâ[�	�hi,j����$���������:���n�

�, c�W�,)%�{|} FeCuPt?~����	6hi�������:���,jF 
 

GH��
� 
  �����-�j�	6��a���STXY�X���jD6Z�$�5�790�_

`���F/JA�0���>,%�	6��a�����,��	p�A�6��a�X

Y�t6 ¡S¢94$£L�¤."���::¥��N.QR0123456QR¦:6;

<�§¨)�©ªA«��¬�®¯°6±g�*+,)%�F 
OP�8�:;s^tu�qvwq��8�����xy 

nPLg����z{����|}~����� 
�PX��������dm������^Y^R 

 
M ��
� 

  /wl����ab²���cde�§�³²´	µ�¶·6¸¹�º�»:>?¼½
B��¾�:,�2(6�����¨jF 

OP!"#$%&�����|}~���������'�xy�

  ¿±[¡Ào©9ÁoJ�§ÂÃcÁÄo{|}6�Å�Æ�ÇÈ�ÃcÁÄo{|}6

@ÉJÊËÌ�¼½6ÍÎ:sC,j�ÅXY6³ºÏ[�(%)*+,jF 
nP��8:;s������d()*+,��

  /QR���ÐÑ]��	6 2 ÒÓ��ab¼½�g%��ÔÕÖ�×n�²�Ø��W
O,jÐÑ]Ù�ÚSTXY]6sC���F/wl� Ni-Au �g%�ÐÑ] �¬���

ÚST�������	
������ 
 

�?��
� 
  PLLA ���6�������$������(� !"#$� )�%&�	
��'(��

)*+,#-.�/0���â����	
��������������� PLLA ��
��������	
��������� PLLA ��������������� !"

�`-�#��$�â"%��&�� '()*+�!,��'-��$�(%"./0� � 
OP��z����-�-L-.��8����/� 

nP���0�12�-�-L-.�!3�4�����/� 
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  1234512Z�6789 :;<=>?�@ABCDEFGHIJ�KL #�:mM�������$��	
	�½

�
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% 01¶2345�67=896:1;<=<�67I2>E?F@ABCDE89FG?

F\�HD?F�IJGKg=4;@HKL�MIN�OR�2P8>E?FQR1STU

VW?F DFAT @896:�XYg=;>E?F\�1CD?F29K�¶89FG?FU

ZFG?F\�HD?F�IJg=4;�HKL�MIN�O4�K1[\¶2P8M�]

8^16:�67IC_IQR1?FE`:_QR189FG?F6~aZFG?Fb;I

JGKg=4;@cMI7=OMLM2896:1;<6~ade=<�67I289CD

?F6~aHD?F¢�¢�Efg�IJGKg=hi¶HKL�\7Ojk�¶2DFAT

1>E?FIJhi1lm@HKL�g=no�2>E?FIJ=<�67=½pqr?F

st1uJ;¢1vw�x7Iyz@e{�ODFAT ¶IJ|; 24 5C}~�½pqr�

����@��9<248 5C�������@���J�9<2>E?F��1��½p
qr@�PM�Ol�2>E?FIJ1������������b= PPAR�2 1��¶

48 ����K	HK��
R��DFAT �½������������=�����1
siRNA ������� !";#$%�&=;�½���'()*1+,-./0��

PPAR�2 1��1~2��3145-67�89��
:��½���'()*1;<
�=>&=?#@A GTP B������1 RhoA 1~2¢1C�D��*��= ROCK -�

�� !#$�1EI½�� !FG1HIJ�=>��PPAR�2 1���KL&=�
�M�H�
DFAT ¶#$%�� 24 ��NO�OPQ RhoA 1RQ-89��
0K��

DFAT �RQS RhoA �T=��0U�1V��� !";#$%���½�� !FG
1W$1~2 PPAR�2 1���XEIY�Z�[\�
¢1B]�RQS RhoA ����

� !�¶#$%���½���'()*-^_0��PPAR�2 1��¶`=0��-�
a�� ROCK ./b��= Y-27632 0K�¶½����./b��=c(defg� D

hCytDi�jk&=;½���'()*¶+,��¢1B] PPAR�2 1��¶lm��

Nn~Î�DFAT �1EI RhoA/ROCK gopq1rRQ$-½���'()*1+,�

s��PPAR�2 1��1~2�� !#$�tuZ�%�&=a;-Tvwx0��
½
��B�QyzRQ$P@��= MKL1 ¶�G-½��-tuB�&=a;�~{I|

}~-./0���Z��@1���*�*�B���\E�H�¢1yzRQ$�./&

=
R��½�����[{I G-½��A-89&=;�MKL1 ¶½���K �

��1V�|O�}~���Z��@1yzRQ�s�&=
¢a����¶½�� !

FG1��-�� !#$�tu=>&=�I��K��&=�H��DFAT 1�� !#

$���1�= G-½��1~2 MKL1 1��1~2=51W$�XEI[\�
¢1B
]�MKL1 ¶#$%��R�¶=;>�-|�=5��-�%� 24�48 ������I�

	
1 G-½������������ MKL1 1������0���R��DFAT �
CytD �=�¶ Y-27632 ��� =;�G-½��1�	
�������MKL1 1���

���0��!"#$%\��� PPAR�2 1&'�#$0��()�	*;?������
�K��	¶
DFAT ���I MKL1 �����=���
������\�I����
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  de�f6�YZ	
[\<Z
] ghD8i,Zj908klYZZ
] ghD8

 +,Zmn,��S V�)o =Me���klYZZ
] pqrst^%uv( 

twxyz(Rb)P
^%bcD8A9 :T()B{ |+ = 

Z
],bc%�}~����S(EIT)9��<8C� QRD8=A,C����D8
 +%�Zm�����(type-II PPKTP) ��)gh( Z
],������ ��%�

+8E/�78=A< BCD8 +% 2 ��,�08��r��+qt_ [\�� �
(¡¢£@#� �¤¥¦) �R(�§¨,���©ª«%78Z
],¬ P
f6®;

¯8=2 \,�� � �°( Z
],±�� 1/10 ²�f6³´()(fW +�Z
]
ghµ�¶�(�_ 400 nm),±�·±���!

¸S�Z
]����¹ºr�z,»¼S½ 
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����¹S V� klYZZ
],��

���:¾�90�)�8" ¿ÀD8 +

%�Á 500 MHz,ÂÃÄq���� [\pq
rstuv Rb P
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( =É 1 %Z
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LIT1  !-(&"# PI������PIP���	
����
������� 

 
���� 

01!20"345647 
 

Beckwith-Wiedemann #89($: BWS);<=>?%@A%

@BCD&'(�EF)GHIJ#89K 10LMNOP5G

QR2STQ%UTQ7C5V�E6BWS ;%WXB

11p15.5 OY*�EZ[\]^_`abc KvDMR defg%

H19DMR defgOhijeklmno+pqr,snot

u+%vwx^`ayÅz9s{�|}�|rx^~���

;�:txuO�-7jiE(��E6�se����s�

�>eklmO8E�sC Loss of Imprinting(LOI)(9�6

KvDMR Ohij LOI Cu+E( LIT1 yÅztH�x^7%

QR:�yÅz p57KIP2C����yÅzsx^C:�7jiE(��jiE6�s�;%LOI s��

��[ LIT1yÅzsH�x^C:��E�(t BWSOh�EQRh8� KvDMRdefgO LOIC

u+jiEQRsxue�����<O�rtE(=>�6��%?bcs LOI ;@�A+�Ar,

J�QRs�3K�u+jiE(� ��jiE6�¡%PYRROLE-IMIDAZOLE POLYAMIDE

2PIP7(;%¢£¤l¥%f¦§.¤l¥C¨]5©��m56K%�s¨]5©�O8[ª«s

DNA ¬¥BC®¯7C5�E�(tK°E6�sG±C/²7%³|yÅzs´0`µbcO�

7jB¶n|O PIP C5J�E(%yÅzx^C`µ�E�(t�1(rE6·¸%¹º;

KvDMR Oh�E LOI KH�x^7j��yÅzsx^C:��E LIT1 yÅzs´0`µbcO�

�E PIPCD»7%?yÅzsx^C:��E�(K¼QR½¾sx^C¿À7�6 

�Á%LIT1 yÅzsÂ£Ã¤Ä¤bcC³|(7� PIP2h-CCAAT1%h-CCAAT3$: PI-1%PI-37

CDJ7�6��2CÅ3 BWS ÆÇTÈÉÊ2BWS6%97OË-7jEÌÍ7�6��%KvDMR

bcs DNA �eklmÎÏ2��[ LOI tF©�E7tÐ®���UTQÈÉÊ(HuH6 clone5%

HepG2)%STQÈÉÊ2G4017O�7j�?ÑO PIP(EÌÍ7�6 

BWS6%9 Ohij%real time RT-PCR ÒOj LIT1 yÅz

sÓ«rx^:�C®

;�2P<0.0576��%

QRÈÉÊ 3 Ô4O�

7j PIP CË-7%120

ÕÖEÌÍNO WST-8

ÒK G401 O��E¼Q

R ½ ¾ C Ð ® 7 �

2P<0.0576�2O%G401 K; LIT1 yÅzsÓ«rx^:��

®;�2P<0.0576  

$~8[%KvDMRO LOICu+jiE(=>2�EQRO�7j LIT1yÅzCx^:��E PIP

t¼QR½¾C×��(t®;2��6��O8[�s PIP sØÙ¼AÚÛ(7js�1GtÜG�

��6^*%G401 C²i�Ý:ÞßQRIJGÃ5leG-C²i� in vivo sHK PIP s¼QR½

¾C¿À7jiE6In vivoK¼QR½¾t®;2���������	
�� PIP������°

�����
������  
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  %&'I(�')*+,-�./�0�%&æ12345�678�.(�J�6
¢�9-��:¢�;<=7K>?@.A��BCD0�EC�B N.F%GH(IJKL

M<LNOPL.��QRSI3TU(conjugate Fermi hole)I<VW���XYZæ[\*]
8^(�5�_`9�ab-�cd9e4U�fML�ghi%&'Ij8.A�kl

m�(��nÇK)�8¢N��QRSI3TUop*qLrst.�uvM�klm
��8¢NS\KwjxNKLyz8{|*}�O�-�<<~������m���

¢NS\KwjxNKLyz8�����<�¢*}�O�L.� 
 

� E��� ���S\K(F. Hund)���N��
9��O�.S\KxN0�æ[\������

�d�K�i���5��3�2��*� -�

xN.Ay�m�¡i�¢�£�¤klm��8

¢N~¥rLyz8�<K¦��N¢��jP��

xNKLyz8{|�8¢N0�e§C�¨©ª

¢Q «¬�~OO�¢�æ[\K�i�(�

J�6¢�9-�q®K¦��N¢iO�../�

¯jL.O;K°��N¢iO�.�BF%.0�

�xNKLyz8{|*�2 ±² He ³m���

�´µ-�klm�*´¶<LNst��<���

N�·¸45��@�¹º CI cd9e»¼½D

*?¾¿-��<�LÀL�u����NÁÂ8

i¢;Ã*Z�.�·¸45��@�»¼½D£Ä

*st.vM���SI3TUKab-�ÅÆ

ÇÈ��æ[\KXYZijgÉ��cd9e�

�¢N�»¼½DKÊ<i�ÅÆ(QRSI3TU)
K_`9�ab-��<KË8�.�uLN��

QRSI3TUab���N�æ[\KXYZi

jgÉ��cd9e0�æ[\KYZiÌgÉ

cd9e�y~Í¢¥K��<�uLN��cd

9eK¥Ky���N�j(�ÎÏÐ/ÑÒ\Ó/

3���ÔÕ��3�2KÖ×L�S\KxNK

�Ø-��Ù��º��3�2KÌgÉ�y~Úr

i��<KË8�.� 
 

�LM0 2012 C� J.Phys.B Û�Ü:8��;����� (IOP)K��	
 IOP ���
��������
 [1]�������������K !����KR"	
 Europhysics 

News� 1S#�$%&?[2]. 
 

[1] T. Sako et al., J. Phys. B, 2012, 45, 235001(13 pages). 
[2] T. Sako et al., Europhysics News, to appear in January issue (2013). 
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2008 \] LaFeAsO1-xFx M^?_`ab@ TcM 26K ?^?_c<�K��MdA�e@?

__BJ]�P-$A¤?fg^?_cMhc�<]dA�e-_@ij?j< SrFeAsF

` 1111 g^?_c�dCe$j?Dklm`ne-^?_MdA�e@ LaFeAsO �oB?
Dklm_pqiSr ?Br_sEtFu<vw<K� SDW `a_xOlmy`aMzG�

e$^?_M{h<Ki�@$2010\]`|u_H}�C@ RFeAsO1-y (R=La, Nd) ]}Q-

�`~ TcM 26K_��K^?_MdA�e@ij�<$��` Sr1-xRxFeAsF1-y (R = La, Nd, 

Sm) _��P$�?_}dI^?_��_��@i��]$Sr1-xNdxFeAsF ?^?_��J

�?K��_��@iB�$LiFeAs` 111g^?_c�dCe$�?fg^?_c�`�L

~$vw_PLQM�< Tc M 18K ?^?__�<ij�<$��`$LiFe1-xCoxAs � Li1-

xYxFeAs?��_N4$j?����;_��@i 

1. Sr1-xRxFeAsF1-y (R=La, Nd, Sm)���	�����	�� 
�?_�O?�����?b@P��_QR�

� (T)=� 0+ATn(� 0 ` Tc �a?�����)_�Q-��P
@i Fig.1 ` Sr1-xRxFeAsF1-y ]}]KST n� F H}� y

?�b_�<i��<sEtvw� x `UsEtvw<

 ¡? Tc_�<�]V¢P@(R = La <` x = 0.4$R = Nd 

}dI Sm<` x = 0.5)i F H}� yMW£<K�ST n

`W£P-QKi�e`|uH}<¤�e-QKDX�

`¥¦?Y§_pB-QKiFig. 2 ` n � Tc ?�b_

�<i�?Z[]` n M¨©<K� Tc`W£<Kioª

?Y§`�?fg^?_c]}Q-DdA�e-QKi

<L\��n~2��<��� Fermi	
J������

�����¤����M��<��n � Tc ��� !"

#$�%�M&'()*�+,P$Q�� ���Tc 

�-.#/Q Sr1-xLaxFeAsF1-y  % y = 0.15 0 ���M
12�3Q�M�Tc �4Q Sr1-xRxFeAsF1-y (R = Nd, Sm) 

 % y = 0.05  ���M56<���% n � y ���

J�789��Sr1-xLaxFeAsF1-y % n increases % y1 �

�7�:;�<=<�M�Sr1-xRxFeAsF1-y (R = Nd, Sm) %
y �>�$?@ AB�<=<�� 

Sr0.5Nd0.5FeAsF �CD��EF�GH+,I�JK�L

M��N MgB2 OPQ�R S4���TUVH�W

X Hyper Tech Reserch Inc.Y�7�LZ74Q[M\�
3Q�� 

2. LiFe1-xCoxAs ��� Li1-xYxFeAs� !�"#$��  
�N0 �]YP3Q�^_��`ab % 111 cMd

c�P3\�3Q��efgc�P3 FeAs M1�3Q���J��hij�4Q Li M
klP3Q�mnIM���LiFeAs � Tc% 10.8K  �Z�op[LZ/QM��% Li k

l�mnIMq����LiFe0.98Co0.02As� Tc% 9.5K �Z�Co^_���7� Tc %rs
<��Li0.9Y0.1FeAs % 3K tC �����P3}������uv�Tiwxy7<=P

3Q��  
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� !�"#$%& 

]«z{]�|}^_~� 
1  

PI `E�ab¶c�d�a�� N-methylpyrrole(Py)��5 N-methylimidazole(Im) ����c�d�

��6�DNA ��fefg�¬h���;��i�cIQ�{Cho J et al.PNAS 92:10389-10392, 

1995��Im/Py �¶ G�C �Py/Py �¶ T�A ��5 A�T �����PI `E�ab;

DNA �1¬h¶�DNA ¬hjk; DNA 1¬h������l�m��Im/Py ; Py/Py 1®áh

������n¯\�f1 DNA �¬h����;�����siRNA \�;��Io��F�Q�;

���d�pg°«q;�I±� ²¡�c�³h´��6�rs��µ¶�IQ�¢£�pg;

�¤ PI `E�ab��rs¥·mXÞ�¦t1¸uv�I¹��cIQ�(Wang, et al, Cancer Sci 

101:759-766,2010)� 

1 §º¨w©��QI»xª«�f��6�yb¼¬y®¢£� TMPRSS2 ;z{¢£� ERG �

¯h��¸u1z³�R¤¶z1|�}��5�yb¼¬y°±��~³���;��i�c�g�

�cIQ�(Tomlins SA et al, Science 310:644-648, 2005)�R¤²¢£��¯h��³���yb¼¬y

´µe¶ß(AR)�¬�7·1 AR ¬h�f�¬h¼�²¢£��¸1e��fG½��»xª«�

fµ¾����;�¹¿1º���i�cIQ�� 

1 ¢���G½�c�e��f�¬h��TMPRSS2-ERG ¯h¢£�1µ¾»h�� PI `E�a

b]«z¼½��¾��{�;�À�¿À��¸u��/ÁÂÃ��Ä��Å�¨w©z¸u

(LNCaP ¸u)�QI�Æ�¤�LNCaP ¸u¶�yb¼¬yiÁÇ�\Q;¯h¢£��µ¾�\

Q�;�È�cIQ�� 

1 É;¶RÊ¨w©z¸uv LNCaP �Ë�¢cÌc�1 \Q� 5�M 1G½�f�efg�¬h��

PI `E�ab(Fusion `E�ab)F� ¶�G½�f�¬h�\Q�Í�ÎÂÏyf¼ßÃ� PI `E

�abÄÄ��yb¼¬yiÁÇQ�TMPRSS2-ERG ¢£�1µ¶ RT-qPCR �I���¤;

�g�Fusion `E�abjÐÑ�����¯h¢£�1µ¶�Ò��¤����HÓÔ¶yÂ¼If

�QI ERG ¶yÕÖ´×Ã�1µ¶�Æ�¤;�g�Fusion `E�ab�Ä�¤¸u¶�Ø

ÙÅg��Í�ÎÂÏyf¼ßÃ����µ¶����»h�cIQ¤�Fusion `E�ab�Ä��

�¸u��Ã���5ÁÂÃ�1�Å MTS assay�Cell migration assay�I�Æ�¤;�g�Fusion

`E�ab�Ä¸u��QI¶��Ã;ÁÂÃ����»h�c¤�Ú·1¬·�6�¨w©z��

QI�Break Fusion Site����¯h¢£���¶ ERG1µ¶Ø�ÛJ\��¶¤��¸u���

ÁÂÃ�ßÜ�IQ��;���������	�¶ 
������� PI ����������

���� ERG 1� !"#�����$%&'(�)*(!"+�,�-.���� �/012

34516�!78��9 PI �����1 in vivo �1:;!�������	Q
������

I�������  
�

�
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+�,(�-.�

����<�����k� 
 
/0'����%�% !"1�23�

� �� !"#$%!&'(

)=*+,-./0!"#$

%!&12_(*+�%34

!56789P=>:1~;

<./0!"#$%!&=�

� !"#$%!&1>JK

?@<AJBCÙforwardÚ=D¤)Î
?@JK><AJBCÙbackwardÚ=EB¤Î)=
�FMGJBCH=IJ?=)ÎDK1LKMNOJK forward F backward 1POQRST
U3=V��� 44k kJ/mol, 79 kJ/mol��=������	
�JK�����K���
���	�M����������� !"#$JP%}Î���K�=��#~&%

ADP '()*�+,�-�ATP #~=����	����JK	.(�/¤P%0=�1
#2Î)*M34P%0=���56P�7PJP8MK�

ADP '()*M backward �/¤8&%0=J9:J;<KJ
#8&%080=>?%�;����#
@P�AB ADP �
CagedATP 	BC.#~= ATP #~Î chase <=DÜEF�
�GP� chase ��=)��H�IJ�KP�=
�;
forward �;)¤�backward �;/0ABL*	34�5P�
ADP '()*M backward �/¤8&%0=
����=
(BIOPHYSICS in press. 2013) 
 
 

40�������	
����������������������� �!��"

#$%&�'()
*+�,- 
� MNOPQ;MNR�ST#UVP%�ST	MNRWXY	Z0ÙWX[MO	\@Ú

]STJK^_��=`aMN]bVMN�c_Ùde[MO	\@Ú<=���f�
g

�0==P�M&%�MNRMSThij<=	�kl�`aMN	c_�kl=~:8m

nMoTpq#rsP%0=	�tu;vw#8==x	�1�MNOPQyz{; 10-4Pa
|,	º}~M����ST#�P%;�C����F�<=����	���M��#8

==�	~:8��,�;����_%0=��;���g	��������&����

�n89�����tu<=��;�_80=x��� ¡;�_%0=��]����n

	����	¢$�MNOPQ�tu£¤#<=���¥¦�P%�§I¨��}~©ªP

%«¬P��®�¯°	±²�º}~³´�µ¶�³´	�H·#W�=¸²�P%X¹

P�x	µ¶�Ýº»����¼½Ptu<=���SH�=¾#§I¨�¸²¿�¼½P

�����_%0=��de[MNOPQ�tuP�f�5<=  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

fluorescent actin filament

forward (fast)backward (slow)

myosin filament

����

Ventral membranes of CHO cells
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� 1� ��+,-�.+,-� 90 fs/�	
���0�����12

�	
�������� 

 

� 2� ��3μ ������ !"4���+,-�.+,-� 100 fs/�

	
���0# X$%&'()*��(Nature communications 2012) 

+���..&�������	
���

 

��������

@Y(AZ)[\]À^B_`ab[ 
 

  cÁ\deÂ@YAfCg�hijÀkCDlhmEÃnFÄGHI�op�AfJKq
LHrMs�tNuÅhvÆqLÇÈJOCwx�ÅhPyAfKz\P{AflQ|HÉ

}JK~K,hPsH�RÊP�C��JËÇS~T�h�oK@YAfÊ���\UC�

V�CÌÍ�F�P{��Î�o��ÅhrMsHÎ�C��\�����Ï�Fi��Â

���i�ihv��Wop����P��ÐJ�ÑÒ�ÐJC��PsXY����Å�

ih�\�"C�i��JZqÐH]��ÐJ�� �\PsXYÊ¡[�h\ÓAqoF

�¢h]C�R£¤Ê�¥�R¦v�Åz\§¨�]rMAf^HÍ©{Êª�EHK,hv

�ijKz\�H��F�oPyH�_«¬ÊÔ�®¬p\ÝeF]rMJK~¯°`\

@YAf±VÊêu"C�h]Ê²�o�hv 

 

³ÁHWF´µHI�op�\ÕÖ×\¶�ÐJBØqaqC��·[�Å¦ÕÖÓP{

GdFeCo ¸¹CDlhJK~ÙËbcOJH�º£¤C��\Ú»¼dJK~XY½eÊ�

¾p¦(Nature 2011)v�¿mÀKX�P{�CÁ¸p¦8Û^JK~É}�XY�h½eC

Di�½f��P{mÀ�¾Â�hÂÃK,hv�iÜÄÅgKHÝÆFJK~ÙËbcO

JHÖ�C��\ÝÆFPsXYÇÈÊE¦u�Í©{�»h�ÅhviA£¤KzÉÒP

�ÊËHEo\PsÌÍÎÊÏÆh]��ÐJËÝC��¡[�ÅhPsXY½eÊ�ºC

£¤p¦�\�uC£¤ÊÐ�¦Áµ\PsXYCP�zÑnFÒÝÞjÐßqH����

����	
�����
�ê������ (Nature communications 2012)������

��z�� !"�#$%&�'()*+,-.K�
�z/�01 �2&34�567�

�)*+,-�	8����z9'1��:;Cz<=�&0	� �>?@����CA

B�567��)*+,-�	8��ÝC�)*+,$D�/
 ��&��kEFDGH�

I0 GdFeCo )JKL-M'��N"OP 90 fs �9:N"OQ-RS�
�CRSTl-

UVI��WBI�RSm

X�)YQZÇ� �RSmX

��n[\Ç-Þ 1 C]��

oL�^_�`a)bcdC

D'01N"OQRSCAB

�h�ef�)*ngh,

I�)b^_h�%&
�

-i�I�����Þ 2 C]

�A��j+,�e���+

)kCA
Ól-9m�	


A��QRSOnÇ!=Ë»

Co��������	 μ 


������������

��0����
��� !

"#��$%��&�ÈQ'

ÈQ�A��������	


�(���������

���������� �
�

� �!"��#$%&M'

()*+(
��,-���

()(� 
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*+,-�

./01234 

 
  56789:;<=1p>:?9@A�<=1pBqCDE�?9@A�*F><G(C

1p#rHIBq>JK>1p�sL#MNO+��sPQ4:?RSTU+<=1pC,

VWDEH?XYZN[C\]WD�>^R�s_�(1pW`a�s,V>bc-t(I

sPdefghi[jOWkEH*^RW`a�s*F?lmn.o4Cpqrst�uv

HwwD��hi[jOSO/XxyWz.H?{C^R|}W0~��s��u>?É�

�sCuvW��?1p��1�1p�2�C����3��h4åUWEI*XYZN[

hi[jOSO/XC`a>1c1p`�C��W�F��*P_��WEI�?5�rs

tn��stCuv(?�63+����WEI*1p`�W�I?6G(�F�����

>1s�63+����RSTU+<=1p>��H*P 

 
./�0�'123�������	
���

�����

 7�(x�H* Co55Pt30Cr15–SiO2 ¡ii¢ic<

£�2> 3 nm C SiN �W¤�H?{C2> Au C
���SO/XW����3��(¤�H*P_

C1p¥¦2>?���SO/X§H(:1p¨

©ª�1p«8�C 90 fs C���«¬UW®H

�1p`�WH*�_¯?° 1 C±²W�*P°
³(a):?fg+M¡i�´�µ(9c?° 10b3

:?<=µ(9sPSO/X¶·�1� Au (¤�
:�*¸¹Cº�;·»2¼>1p:�*<½µ

#¾¿:�sPRÀÁÂÃ±²1c?_��C1

p<½:defghi[jOÄ²>1c^R:�?

1p#���*�ÅÆ:�sP1p>ÇÈ*��

�UMÇ+ZN[:<ÉÊ 50 μm (9s#?1p

:�*<½ËÌZN[: 166 nm × 120 nm (9c?
dehi[jO>1s���>1sÄ²#9I_

�#�LsPÍÎ?h4Ï6;+Ë�ÐÑ>ÒÓ

�Ô>ÕÌ�1p<½`aC`Ö>ÒÓ�Ë�×

;CØÙW�FsP 
 

������������� !"#�$�"�

%&'()	����

���SO/X>ÄÚ1Û�WÀÜ�s_�:Ý

Þ(9sP�ØÙ(:?ß�¦Áàá�fghi

[jOMi=+O�W±âH?deã¶·>�W

Áà�s_�(?<����SO/X>�Wä�

s1cu�kEÄÚW9F��s_�WåI;H

*P:�>?æçCxy(deèé�uê�(�

s_�WåI;H*P 

(a) 

5 µm 

Applied electric field 

direction of light 

Au antennas 

5 µm 

(b) 

Fig. 1 The surface morphology (a) and the 
magnetic domains (b) after a 90 fs laser pulse 
train was exposed over the entire surface of the 
Co55Pt30Cr15 – SiO2 granular film. The applied 
Au plasmon antennas were 35 nm in thickness, 
and their width and length were nearly 100 nm 
and 1 µm, respectively. 
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  vAB½CD�EFG#HF¾(rIßJvABFBG½EFGK¿�w#LMF¾(r
I�JrINOAP�KQNRS¾(TLJUx½rIVOWX!½Y½�vZ[\�]^

/�_AWX��`¾(a+�w#LJvp>Ãq?�rIp>Ãq?$b½cdp>Ãq

?�ef¾(g4hi�jM/L�(ÊklmnJopqrsdtFuvw½xy¾(rI

Mz{|AG½rIMz{s½}~$���tuIJ�I�w�Ë%�n�IL�$(b�

�vcAG�w(rIVO½���������Ê 

 
��������� !"#	$%&�'(�)*+,-	'(�)*.	/0�

  ��j 1 LL� 1 L STP h-1 ��½�m�rIMz��(rIMz{|AG½�����&
��¡Ja½rIMz{|AG½<½rIMz½kx+$(rIMz{s½}~��¡�Ê

��½���nJrIMz{|AG������JFw/LÛ(�{�oQ/J�k����N�

`N¿�¾(a+�$(#J��# ¡$�{#rIMz½kx�)(¢AnJ¿£L�¤&L

}~�¥�$�¦§\#)(Ê!½�¡JrIMz{|AG¨XL� DNA ���/JPCR 

(©xªy?«¬®Z) �w#L 16S rDNA �¯°/JDGGE (e\lym±z²Ã³´µ

¶) �w#LKQ/�·J16S rDNA ½¸¹zº�¿�¾(+� ���{#�ÊDDBJ (»

k½ DNA=?|¼?i) ½½¾¿�ÀÁ/JÂÃ\#Ä�FGs½}~�¥#L�(Ê  

 

1�23�456,789�: -; '(	<=>?@�

� ��½ÅÆ¿ëÃ²ÃÇm ZrVFe APL�ÅÆ¿ëÃ²ÃÇm Mg-10%Ni/NbF5_AÈÉ

½ÊË�¨}JiÌÃxb½HF¾(rI½RS�TÍÎÏ½rIVOWX�ÐÑ��(w

 �$#�ÊÒv�n%�ëÃ²ÃÇm#~Ó�n$ÛJAP+rK+½®Z�Ô��&L

�$��¡JÇm½~B�w���$(nÏ½Õ�#Ö·½�×�)(Ê 

 

A�3BCDEFGH(IJK��89�'(LM�

� ¡yÆ�¾¿�ØÙ?���w#LÚc¡yÆ�¾¿�ef/QQoÛÜ?¿�����

���	
�����������������
���������������	


����������������������������� !"#��$%&'!

( )*!!���$+��������	
�������� �

�

N�O5(PH(Q9RSTUVW(XYZ�IJ[\
,-89�'(LM�

� ��"����p�����

����������� ��

!"#$%&'�  BN (�)$

%*� C3N4 (+ 1 	, CN �-

.) /01	,����23�

��+ 1 �45,#��/-6

7./89: 2 ;�<=��>

���#?�@-A0�BC"

DE�.�+�	,�/# C3N4 

�  Pt 	FG��+�1#HI

23	 Pd FG��  BN �J/

KL�9M478�.���/

5�	�� 
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�	
� 

o6PQ7o6>RLST&UVWXYUV�T 
 

8Z[	'&XY\]^(_`�)ab\cdefe&gch9*O:+,ij:k)l

mnopqrst&uvwxp THz y;z\Y{&2nm |Y}~�~<s��x<�=�

(�-�)�TiO2 9*O:+,ij'��>��� ���Y���<��Z[&2nm |Y
}~�~<s��x'�>�� ������<��Z[	�)� 

 
 

�Si��������������� 

8Z[';z\Y{&?�@�WSi�abcde&;z\Y�AmY( 1 ���:�+

B~��CD�&�: (¡�¢£vwx\XY�¤fe(_`�)¥:& Si abcd
e<x¦:§¨���ICP �J<©ª<¡«�(¬¢�SOI ���:&dE 630 nm <F

\Y<?�G®¯~H©ª(°���±² 320 nm³&EC 1 mm´�< Siabcde
(x¦�)��/µ¶��·��ILH.*~®69JS' 10 nm K¸�¡¹L/0)�

º»'�<cde<MN�A(¬1¼A	�)�½< 2 ¾<¿ÀÁÂÃ=�/Ä/�:
�·�/&8Å}�Ô,OÆÇÈ	<OÉ'Ê�¢�PQ<sYRËSÌÍ'6S�S

TÎ�:k)ËS<�U&«R<´Ï<cdeVW	'Ð/Ñ��Ò��)�9X~®

H2�3�|<cde/9X~®H<Ó?Ô4D<�U:Ð/q��)� �Õ�Ö¬�


�;z\Y{:×¢) CdSe @}LY®XYH+O<cde�<Z+Å��G(ØA�
�z½ÙÚÛ�:Ü[�
¢)�ZEP5 HSQÝ�SO(×¢&XYH+O(Ð 50 nmK

¸<Þz½Ù�: 1.5 mm <EC	AÝLW:ßà)��:¦6���`W	'AÝLW
<XYH+O'bC7\(�·
¢�/ �½8¸'�<à�<]P��L:&XYH+

O<9\^k�:Qcde�<Z+Å��G�cd_;<�A(¬1¼A	�)��<

i`'p 60fq×P���������� (3	
2013�)��������  

 

���� !"#$%& TiO2'()*+,-./01��� 

��� FTO ���z���������� !Å"#$ TiO2%&'(��9)*:!

�+,-./�0123Ag-O2 ����� RF ���	
��3 TiO2 ������

2:1.5����4� 1.0 x 10-2 torr����@��� TiO2�������� !�"3 ZEP

#$%&'�*�()*+
R,5-�./ 01���23��4356� TiO2 ��

� 500 ºC��7
89�6���:�;<	~6��=>A>?7�6�
 XRD@A

BCDEF35   
 

2345 THz6789�:; 

THz G$�c8��� QD ��HI9;:JK��L

�QD;�MNF3OP#$*9Q'�	�RQ<S	

Q��T?�F�@AF35@A��:=@F3 QD �
UVWX�1 HJKWX�2 HJKWX�3 HJKWX��

�HJKWX>Y<�Z[�JK�\�]?�^ ! 

4���5JK�\�#$�*Q@>�\������

���	
������������A����B�

����������F !�_�"#��$%�
&

'()*+,!�B-`._ QD ���
/0"1�
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  aaAbBCDEFG(SOFC)HIJ�KL�MNODPQRST8=>C?ÉUVWX<
LEYZ=[EO�F
�\]b��b�H^_�`abc 800G1000dS 600G800d�e

c=>�
<fgh<=[E�BMu��b�Heb.a`ijklmnMaaFopMD

En�qUfgh<=[EO�FrHcHdc�Bpe�8OEs�kDEFGtE<LE

�ijuSvwL�Fk�
[xSyIz{>EDEFGS`|LM}~��
<H^��

�c.��F 

 
�������� LaNi0.6Fe0.4O3-��� !"#$%&�'�()
*+,�	-./�012 

  LaNi0.6Fe0.4O3-�H�flmn�J?[EO� Sr f�O�bMaaFop<�b�ã�f�
k�M��ktE<LEvw=[EO�Fr��.H�fz���<LE�]=[EK�a

�ã����{�E�����8M��É����]�LB Ni �fg��pklmntE
fz�.K�
<S�xÝ�LEf�FrHcH�������� ¡¢���LBM��

É��.z�L� LaNi0.6Fe0.4O3-�H 1050d.£¤��<M¥¦k£¤§c?NO����?
�p� ¡¢ST8tE<k�
<S�xÝ�L�F(Mater. Res. Bull. 2013)?�¨����

.z�L� LaNi0.6Fe0.4O3-� £¤a<�©L�<
ªM��É��.z�L�«z.H£¤§

cfØhL���M� ¡¢��p�.K�
<S�xÝ�L�F(J. Amer. Ceram. Soc. 

2012) ?�lmnH\¬�FS�<eAW®¯°i±Cc�²Ý[�
<f³x[EO
�fMN´µ���L¶AW¡OØhc.�·FR��LBMAW¡Oec�¸�EAW¹

���UV�L�P±º»Q�H¼�=[����M700ddc.HAW¡O 10-4 mOc.

� 130S·cm-1S½¾�NOFmÅ·RS¿�
<S�xÝ�L�F 

 
3�4-5678�2	
� BaCe1-xMxO3-�(M:9:;<=)� !>#*+,M�()
  

j SOFC �`abcebb�H�f�]=[EO�AbBÀÁ°·FaMÀÇÂº»��b
ÃCÄ�»��{�tEfgh.��Fu�Å�ÆÇ<LEÈRx[���fÉWÀÁ°·
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DNA���-.���w� PI�����/����/@À��0 TGF-β1r�U1 PI�����/
2�/�3/@À��4��r����w�/5�@��0��6r������ 0D/¡¢£¤

¥/7¦4§oÀDM{8M�0 TGF-β1 r�U1 PI �����49�M:;¨$©�<=�/ iPS
ª«¬p/��4§oM{>r® 24 ?@AB,�$|//C¯yz/@À+°D�rE1±²F
³´µ¶/(�·��4�G@M{ 
 
I. �0 TGF-β1r�U1 PI�����/���/5�2¥# #  

�0 TGF-β1 ¸H.¹º»¼½Ir¾¿@M�ÀV/ PI �����/ÁD GB1101, GB1105, 
GB1106 /�0ÂÃJÄª«D/ PMA ÅKr�U1 TGF-β1 mRNA /�Lr�U1Æ94M
ÇÈÉ@�GB1105, GB1106rN@ÊË³/q1 TGF-β1 mRNA�LÌÍ4�ÎM{8M�0±
²ÏÐÑÒÓª«r���� GB1101���	�
����� 

 
II. ��TGF-β1����PI��������� 

PI������� !"#$%&'�( )*+,�-.*+/01�23456789TGF-β1
����PI�����������:;<=&'�(>
?@AB�PI������CD6EF
GHD6EFIJKLMN�OP�QR'(STUVWXYZ[#FU\F]��PI�����
&�^_6�`a�b�(cd��e��23fgh-i`ajk�bl�m�(nopqrs

��/��PI������23�tuvw�>
EFABl�� 
 
III. xyznry{d��e�� PI������"#$% 

PI������"#$%&'���|}~�����NA�,��jk/��AB���A�
���B�xyznry{d�A��� TGF-β1���� PI������,��jk�:;&
'�( 
1 .  ������ �k������. (CIEA)&nry{d���������m�  
2 .  nry{d�(��|}~� TGF-β1 �pyr� ¡�¢�6�£'��  
3 .  nry{d�23¤1¥¦§¨©��ª��� TGF-β1���� PI������


��«�¬( CIEA nry{d�23¤1¥¦§¨©�+�®ª(PMA¯°
�±�  TGF-β1 mRNA %²³´��'(��23¤1¥¦§¨©&�µ�¶·

�����¸  

4 .  2345678������ TGF-¹ 1 PI ������#�
�`ajkA
nry{d�ºU23�»"�¼\'(45678½?�¶·����  

 
IV. TGF-¹¾¿À PI�����&Á�!�zÂoÃÄÅ��±��� iPS¨©ÆÄ
ÇÈÉ�ÊË 

1. EMT �ÆÄ'�ÌÍ³2¨©�������*+��&(PI �����Î*+Ï�ÐÑ
TGF-¹1 �ÒÓÔ%²¶·/ÕvÖ(EMT nr×rAB� Snail �ÒÓÔ%²�>Ø�¶
·'��±l�ÙÚ_?'� PI ������ EMT �ÛÜ�@Ô�ÒÓÔ%²�¶·'(
EMT�·ÝAÞ(MET�ÆÄAÞ�Áß�à@Ô�_�AB�á&/ÕâvÖ�� 

2. ²i(11R & Flag �ã&ä_'�åæ�çè�éÔêSox2(Oct4(Klf4ë�zÂo(11R
& Stabilon& Flag�ã&ä_'� Sox2�zÂo� 293T�ì%²í�¨©î0ï&ðñò
%²ó�±�ôõvÖ� MTM & 6öHis �ã&ä_'� cMYC �zÂo� HDF �*+'(
÷ørùr¨©��úr�'��� iPS ÆÄûüýþ���TGF-¹ 1 ��F(���
TGF-¹ 1 ¾¿À PI �����(�E-×���z%²�³´vw�÷c	}
�AB�
Apigenin(�TGF-¹ 1 ��F& Apigenin(�TGF-¹ 1 ¾¿À PI �����& Apigenin �
ÄÅ'(�� iPS¨©�ÆÄ�j���� 

 
V. �c�n�±�23�6�������$% 
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¸ Ø#$dS MYC �ÙTCUVWÚÛXX�Q�Y%Z[\"\CvÜU×Ý[\"C]&8w�

��DÞ^2��Q='MYC� basic-helix-loop-helix leucine zipper_ß`àS\�ÎCMAX ab(

�cde8fg,CDNA C E-box hiXjk�='MYC X~Î×ÝDlx2��Q=$dS� 4

)m]XCSÎCu�KCÙT�náCgâCvoCpãC½äVR*åCyqXzr,CnáCf

(æq8sç,�Q='ÛXCvotl8uè�,�CMYC �,T� MYC eé$dSC{vU×

Ýd8|wèXlx�=�HXx+B½u

yRYDêáK����DCëìCí,2C

ze{LC|}Cs,2B�Cî}D�Î

~ïqX�-ç�QBQ' 

¸ PI ä�½���ðñò½�%�  N-

methylpyrrole(Py) � ~ �  N-

methylimidazole(Im) \~g2�CDNA Xh

i�.èXjk�=��DÞ^2��Q='

Im � Py C�ák��ó�\ÙxBhiC

DNA Xjk2�=��D\�='�C PI

ä�½��8�$dSCuyER�R�/

Cß`àSjkrôXjk2�=��\C$d

S�.èB×ÝtlDõv\�=' 

�� ö+�CE-box hi CACGTG 8��XR��ryèX�÷�= PIä�½��80ø�g,CuC

O£ Myc-6 DUVfùÛná�C1Úf2Úbú3ná�X�,votl|w8w�û84�,�'

fùÛná� MG63 X�Q��C1μM ~Îvov ���CüyýRfgv8��Xtl,C5 μM

m]\náþ�v8�e2��'��å�eX MG63 8þ�,��g,� Xenograft Cgâ� Myc-6 

C��5�rX~Î��Xtl2��'Myc-6 �rX~ÎC��½äVR*åC�RÀR\�=

phosphatidyl serine Cná	�
LC6�D]&,�DC��½äVR*åU�*yR*å���2�

BZç�'Myc-6 C�nB�ï{�8���=�HX Myc-6 ä�½��X~Î×ÝDæq�=$d

SXaQ� Affymetrix GeneChip U133 Plus 8ïQ������C18����� 10 μM � Myc-6 �

	
������8������K��� Myc-6 �����������R���ç�	


collagen 3A1, 14A, Matrix metalloproteinase 1 ��
�����~��������=��
Malat1 

U NEAT1 ��
RNA������=�� non-coding RNA	���R��Q�� �K	 Myc-6 �

~Î!"#�$%&'(�
�)*U+,-�&'8��. /�Q=0-1	�Î
2��Þ3

4F#5�ÎO= 5�K
%6��7��8-� 89H�Q=�  
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�!"�gI&��f6H pET28a X'Q�0���C�P�AOg4BL21(DE3) X':
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� 5±²³�gI&KI4Sox2, Sox2-Stabilon��gY� Gel shift assay�1R DNA´�µ

�¶· ¸I&>?4!;=)¹º»V²µH¼½�""��4¾-0 MEF ���+hg

iPS��)*+Z[H¼½�¿À ��& 
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 �����¶4SiO2��������� Au Ä����������;��	
��

PI_�M�SiO2; Au1���M�¤�Au�����	M��IP�O���M���	
���¶ Ni-Au � !���;�"#�$%
&�Ã'�()�����������;�

*+P�	 
[1] S. Matsushita, O. Suavet, H. Hashiba, Electrochim. Acta, 55 (2010) 2398-2403. 

[2] A. Matsutani, M. Hayashi, Y. Morii, K. Nishioka, T. Isobe, A. Nakajima, S. Matsushita , Jpn. J. 
Appl. Physics, 51 (2012) 098002. 

[3] T. Miyamoto, S. Saito, T. Isobe, A. Nakajima, S. Matsushita, Chem. Commun., 48 (2012) 1668. 
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Fig. 1. Chemical structure of CT101019a. Fig. 2 Chemical structure of talaporfin. 

Fig. 3. Goodness-of-fit plots for pharmacokinetic model of talaporfin. 
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Toward a Healthy Future 
 

Almost four years have passed since we started our project “Nanotechnology Excellence, Nihon 
University — Nanomaterial-based Photonic, Quantum and Bio Technologies —” in the strategic 

research scheme of our university, “Nihon University N. Research Project.” 
 

The purpose of our project is to contribute to finding solutions for three big issues — (1) treatment of 
cancer, which accounts for a third of deaths in Japan, (2) shortage of fossil fuel and increase in the 

atmospheric CO2 concentration, particularly after the Fukushima accident, and (3) dire need for 
massive and secure information processing — for a healthy future comes true. Despite the apparent 

diversity of these issues, views from nanoscience and nanotechnologies may allow a common 
approach from different but relevant fields. Our approach to these issues is on the basis of 

nanomaterials, particularly from the viewpoints of quantum mechanical interactions of matter with 
light. This interdisciplinary endeavor is being made through collaboration among practitioners in 

science, engineering, and medicine from five of the Colleges of Nihon University.  
 

The first year saw some excellent achievements, such as one in the area of super-high speed recording, 
which was covered as research topics in several journal articles, and another on the analysis of genetic 

network, which was published in Nature (Nagase, Balmain et al., Nature 2009, 458, 505). The most 
notable in the second year was the research on quantum information by Inoue et al. The three major 

achievements were that: (1) the highest rate of 2.8 kilobit in the entanglement distribution at the 
telecommunication wavelength to date, (2) the detection efficiency of 98.4% with their photon-

number resolving detector, the highest for an optical photon detector, and (3) the fabrication of the 
first superconducting nanowire single photon detector using niobium film. One of these works was 

published in Nature Photonics (Inoue et al., Nat. Photon. 2010, 4, 655.) and led to the successful 
awarding of the Strategic Information and Communications R&D Promotion Program (SCOPE) 

funded by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications. In the third year, the highest rate (24 
kbit/s) and the longest distance (100 km) quantum information transfer were achieved using the 

highest-rate single-photon detector and the most sensitive photon-number resolving detector, which 
were developed by Inoue and co-workers (Inoue et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 2011, 106 250503). In the area 

of super fast recording, behaviors of spins in a magnetic material in a femto second regime were 
revealed for the first time (Tsukamoto, Itoh et al. Nature 2011, 472, 205).  

 
In the fourth year, Tsukamoto et al. have found, surprisingly, that heat is enough to flip over the 

magnetization in a work published in Nature Communications (Tsukamoto, Itoh et al., Nat. Commun. 
2012, 3, 666). This is unconventional process given that heat is the antipodal to directionality. The 

process occurs at room temperature, which bodes well for practical applications. 

 

Ultrafast heating flips over the magnetization!    Nat. Commun. 2012, 3, 666.

 

In the energy area, greener alternatives are being researched that maximizes the use of solar energy as 
an energy source and hydrogen as an energy storage material. Stored energy as hydrogen may again be 

converted to electricity with fuel cells. Solid oxide fuel cell consists of three major components: the 
fuel electrode, the electrolyte, and the air electrode. Hashimoto et al. (J. Amer. Ceram. Soc. 2012, 95, 
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3802) has developed the optimized material for each of these phases: a material for the fuel electrode, 

Fabrication and performance tests for prototypical fuel cells using these materials are ongoing. 

 

Optimized material for the electrode in fuel cells. J. Amer. Ceram. Soc. 2012, 95, 3802.

 

In the medical area, our research on pyrrole-imidazole polyamides, a class of synthetic compounds 
that can be tailor-made to selectively recognize the base sequences in DNA, covers a whole range 

from the synthesis and chemical characterization to in vitro and in vivo studies. Some PI polyamides 
showed positive results in retarding the growth of osteosarcoma cells, hepatoblastoma cells, and 

Wilm's tumor cells. Investigation on other PI polyamides has progressed further and now reached the 
stage of marmosets experiments, which are conducted in collaboration with the Central Institute for 

Experimental Animals. Preliminary results suggested that the drug is effective in the inhibition of the 
skin scar. In the area of regenerative medicine, Fukuda et al. are attempting to induce iPS cells by 

using PI polyamides which target TGF-�1. Kano et al. is developing new pluripotent cells from fat 
cells on the bases of his finding that fat cells can be dedifferentiated. In the environment of this 

collaborative project, a new combination of technology and medicine is being formed. Application of 
plasma for the treatment of skin malignant melanoma is now being examined. 

 
A very basic quantum mechanical riddle was solved this year. The Hund rule, a textbook principle of 

quantum mechanics, has concealed its origin for a long time until Sako et al. found the mechanism 
behind the rule (Sako et al., J. Phys. B 2012, 45, 235001). The work was chosen as an "IOP Select" 

paper for the novelty, significance and potential impact on future research. This work will also be 
highlighted in Europhysics News. 

 

 
Self-assembly of molecules leads to higher order structures and novel materials. Finding new motifs of 

molecular assembly is important for the understanding how molecules assemble themselves and for 
the development of new functional materials. Otsuki et al. found that synthetically modified 

chlorophyll molecules form double stranded helices reminiscent of the DNA double helices. Work is 
ongoing for revealing the structural requirements for the formation of such structures as well as 

photophysical properties of these assemblies.  
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X-ray crystal structure of a double helix of synthetic chlorophyll molecules. 

 
Training young generation researchers is another important objective of our project. This year 10 

research fellows including post-doctoral fellows and 4 research assistants are working with financial 
support from the Project. Good news is that 6 students who presented their works as part of the Project 

were awarded excellent presentation prizes in academic meetings. 
 

We are doing our best, through our research, to create a center of excellence in the field of 
nanoscience and nanotechnology, which will hopefully be recognized as such in the scientific 

communities academic and industrial, domestic and international, in another year when the Project 
will have been completed. 

 
Joe Otsuki, Principal Investigator, January 19, 2013. 
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Researchers 
 
Osamu ABE  SM Medical, Apr. 2012- 

Yasuo ASADA  CST Energy 
Tomohiko ASAI  CST Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 

Shigeru CHAEN  CHS Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 
Kyoko FUJIWARA  SM Medical, Sep.2010- 

Noboru FUKUDA  SM  Medical* 
Hideomi HASHIBA  CST Quantum Information; Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 

Takuya HASHIMOTO CHS Energy*, Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 
Hiroki IKAKE  CST Supramolecules and Self-Assembly* 

Shuichiro INOUE  CST Quantum Information* 
Hiroshi ISHIDA  CHS Quantum Theory and Computation 

Akiyoshi ITOH  CST Information Storage; Supramolecules and Self-Assembly 
Nobuyuki IWATA  CST Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 

Ken JUDAI  CHS Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 
Koichiro KANO  CBS Medical 

Tsugumichi KOSHINAGA SM Medical, Sep.2009– 
Takeshi KUWAMOTO CST  Quantum Information 

Yoshikazu MASUHIRO CBS Medical, Mar.2011– 
Yoshiaki MATSUMOTO CP  Medical 

Sachiko MATSUSHITA TITEC Energy; Supramolecules and Self-Assembly 
Hiroki NAGASE Chiba Cancer Center Medical 

Katsuji NAKAGAWA CST Information Storage * 
Nobuyuki NISHIMIYA CST Energy 

Shinichiro OHNUKI  CST Quantum Theory and Computation 
Joe OTSUKI  CST Energy; Supramolecules and Self-Assembly 

Tokuei SAKO  CST Quantum Theory and Computation* 
Masayoshi SOMA  SM Medical 

Kaoru SUZUKI  CST Nanomaterials and Nanodevices* 
Satoru TAKAHASHI  SM Medical 

Yoshiki TAKANO  CST Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 
Arata TSUKAMOTO  CST Information Storage; Supramolecules and Self-Assembly 

Tsuneki YAMASAKI CST Quantum Theory and Computation 
 
Advisory Board 

Katsuhiko ARIGA NIMS    Nano  

Allan BALMAIN University of California, San Francisco Medical 
Masashi KIMURA Nihon University   Publicity 

Jun MIYAKE Osaka University   Energy  
Isao SAITO Nihon University   General, Medicine 

Ikuo SUEMUNE Hokkaido University   Information  
 

The asterisks indicate the group leaders. CBS = College of Bioresource Sciences, CHS = College of 
Humanities and Sciences, CP = College of Pharmacy, CST = College of Science and Technology, SM 

= School of Medicine, TITEC=Tokyo Institute of Technology, 
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Overview of the Project 
 

This project addresses three major issues that needs technological innovations: 
  - 1. Information technology: Super high speed, super high density recording and quantum 

information processing 
  - 2. Energy technology: Solar energy harvesting with nanostructures 

  - 3. Medical technology: Nanobio technologies for medical applications 
on the basis of our photonic, quantum, and bio technologies through collaborative studies over 

different departments of Nihon University. 
 

To establish a common basis for the research on the three subjects, this project also explores sciences 
and technologies in  

  - Photonics and quantum aspects of nanomaterials. 
Nanomaterials will be fabricated both from bottom-up approaches and top-down approaches as well as 

by reactions controlled at the nanometer level. The experimental approaches are complemented by 
quantum theoretical and computational studies on the interaction of light with matter at the nanometer 

scale. Nanomaterials will be developed through these approaches for the applications in the above 
mentioned three areas. 

 
Thus this project aims at providing innovative technologies to contribute to realize a highly-developed 

sustainable society. We also put an emphasis on education for young generations through the 
interdisciplinary cutting-edge research. 

 
Research Groups 
 
The members belong to one or more groups depending on the area of research. Application oriented 

groups mutually collaborate around the groups for nanoscience and nanotechnology. 
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Objectives of the Project 
 

We conduct our research in groups for respective areas. The issues the groups will address are outlined 
below. Specific goals are tabulated in Table 1 in the following page. 

 
Information Technology Group 
Super high speed, super high density recording and quantum information processing 

This group attempts to make a breakthrough in writing and reading speed on the basis of the 

photoinduced magnetization, a new physical phenomenon this group has found, in combination with 
near-field optics and nanostructured magnetic materials prepared via self-assembly processes. The 

group will also develop quantum information technologies aiming at super high capacity transmission 
of information, super high speed computing, and super secure encryption. To be specific, the group 

will develop (1) a single photon source, (2) a low-noise single photon detector, (3) a photon number 
resolving detector, (4) a quantum memory, and (5) quantum bit devices. This group will also study 

physical processes in light-plasmon interconversion for possible applications to plasmonic devices. 
 

Energy Technology Group 
Harnessing solar energy with nanostructures 

This group will develop technologies based on nanostructures and nano processes to harness solar 
energy as efficiently as possible. Specifically, (1) artificial photosynthesis through molecular 

assemblies and the understanding and control of the processes involved, such as excitation, energy 
transfer, electron transfer, and catalytic reactions, (2) light-assisted hydrogen storage, a new concept, 

(3) high strength fuel cells, (4) inexpensive, high efficiency dye-sensitized solar cells on the basis of 
light confinement effect with nanostructures, and (5) bioreactions in photosynthetic bacteria driven by 

solar energy. 
 

Medical Technology Group 
Nanobiotechnology for medical applications 

This group will develop nanobiotechnology for medical applications via approaches from nanobiology 
and chemical biology, combined with newly developed nanomaterials. The four major objectives are: 

(1) development of molecules for cancer diagnosis and therapy, (2) DNA binding molecules for 
amplified oncogene detection and silencing, (3) development of a novel radiation dynamic therapy 

against cancer cells in internal organs, and (4) peptide nucleic acid molecules for over-expressed genes 
for disease diagnosis and therapy. 

 
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology Groups: Supramolecules and Self-Assembly Group; 
Nanomaterials and Nanotechnology Group; Quantum Theory and Computation Group 
These groups will conduct basic scientific and technological studies on nanomaterials and 

nanostructures as the basis for the above-mentioned application oriented developments. Bottom-up 
approaches including self-assembly as well as top-down approaches including electron beam 

lithography, combined with controlled reaction at the nanometer level, are exploited to prepare 
nanomaterials and nanostructures. Photonic and quantum mechanical properties will be elucidated 

with experimental approaches, together with theoretical and computational approaches. These studies 
will lay the basis for the development of information, energy, and medical technologies being 

developed by other groups as mentioned above. These groups will also provide a forum for the 
interaction of researchers, facilitating the progress of this interdisciplinary project. 
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Table 1. The goals set at the beginning of the project. 

Items Status quo Original technologies Target 

1. Information technology: super high speed/density recording and quantum information  
writing speed 0.25 Gbits s–1 photoinduced 

magnetization 
25000 Gbits s–1 

recording density 0.2 Tbits inch–2 nanomagnetic material 
through self-assembly 

2 Tbits inch–2 

writing density 0.6 μm2/bit near-field thermally 

assisted recording  
0.003 μm2/bit 

single photon source emission 

efficiency�10% 
quantum dots 30% 

low-noise single 
photon detector 

q. efficiency 1% 

dark count~10–8 

superconducting thin wire  50%, 10–8 

photon number 
resolving detector  

resolution 0.2 ev 

repetition 100 
kHz 

superconducting transition 
edge sensor  

0.2 ev, 1 MHz 

quantum memory 1 ms�low temp. Bose condensates 10 ms 

quantum bit device q. efficiency ~1% 

temp. <0.3 K 

THz plasmonic quantum bit >5%�rt to 1.8 K 

2. Energy: Harnessing solar energy with nanostructures 
water photolysis 

with supramolecules  
not exist self-assembly of sensitizer 

and redox catalysts  
to realize 

light assisted 
hydrogen storage  

a new concept light triggered desorption 
that we have found 

q. yield >0.1 

>6 wt% 

high strength fuel 
cell  

strength 60 MPa 

temp 900 � 

a new preparation process 
from micro/nano particles 

2–5 fold , 600 °C 

DSSC with 
inexpensive dyes  

energy efficiency 
3% 

light confinement effect of 
nano structure  

5% 

bioreaction of photo-

synthetic organisms  
rate 34 nmol/h/mg genetically engineered 

photosynthetic organisms  

an order of magnitude 

increase 

3. Medicine: Nanobio technologies for medical applications 
probe compounds 
for cancer 

under 
investigation 

cancer specific compounds 
identified 

to realize 

luminescent 

compounds  
safety, sensitivity  safe, long wavelength 

luminescent compounds  

detection of cancer marker 

with compounds 

ex vivo diagnosis low diagnosis rate  highly sensitive and 

specific diagnosis  
diagnosis rate >80%  

small error <10%  

in vivo image 

diagnosis 

early detection of 

cancer is difficult 

improvement and low-cost 

detection system 

candidate compounds for 

in vivo use  

treatment of cancer 
and other diseases 

affecting normal 
region 

cancer-specific drugs and 
new treatment  

preclinical trial 
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Publications Records  
 

� ����� ��	�� ��		� ��	��

Papers 		������	� 	�
�	���	� 	�	����	� 		������	�

Patent Applications �����	� ����		� �����	� ����	�

Invited Lectures 
�� ��� ��� ������	�

Presentation in 

Scientific Meetings �� ����	�	�	� �
	�����	� ����	���	�	�

Books 	�� 		� 	�� ��

Awards �� 
� �� 	��

Research Grant ��		��	� �	��	� ���	���	� �����		�

*The first numbers in the parentheses indicate the number of achievements by collaboration among 
the members of this project. The second numbers in the parentheses indicate that the collaboration 

involve the members of different colleges of the university. 
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�

Progress reports of groups 
�

� Information (Storage) Group 
 

� Information (Quantum Information) Group 
 

� Energy Technology Group 
 

� Medical Group 
 

� Supramolecules and Self-Assembly Group 
 

� Nanomaterials and Nanodevices Group 
 

� Quantum Theory and Computation Group 
�
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Information Storage Group 
 

Katsuji Nakagawa*, Akiyoshi Itoh, Arata Tsukamoto 
 

1. Overview of the research plan in 2012 
1) To succeed in fabricating magnetic domains on magnetic recording film by the effect of surface 

plasmon generated by femto-second laser, three issues will be performed: (1) a computational 

analysis of electro-magnetic field as well as thermal diffusion in magnetic film, (2) a structure 
design of surface plasmon antenna and antenna fabrication by electron beam lithography, and (3) 

magnetic recording test applying femto-second laser with surface plasmon antenna. 
2) In the matter of a super fast phenomenon, optical, thermal, and magnetic response from femto-

second laser light will be studied related to the issue 1).  
3) The electro-magnetic field under the condition combining of dielectric optical waveguide and 

surface plasmon polariton will be studied by computational calculation. 
4) Nano-meter structured FeCuPt magnetic film for high density recording will be fabricated, and 

stable magnetic domains will be studied by micro-magnetic computational calculation. 
 

2. Advances and achievements in 2012 
1) Thermally assisted magnetic recording with surface plasmon antenna has been succeeded by 

applying femto-second laser. Three issues are key points of this success: (1) a computational 
analysis of electro-magnetic field as well as thermal diffusion in magnetic film, (2) a structure 

design of surface plasmon antenna and antenna fabrication by electron beam lithography, and (3) 
magnetic recording test applying femto-second laser with surface plasmon antenna. The magnetic 

mark of 166 nm x 120 nm was written by this method. The written mark size has not reached the 
size of project goal: 77 nm x 77 nm. Our progress, however, is very big, and we still go forward to 

our goal in the final year. 
2) We found experimentally a novel magnetization reversal phenomenon in a ferri-magnetic GdFeCo 

film driven by an ultrafast heating of the medium resulting from the absorption of a sub-picosecond 
laser pulse without the presence of a magnetic field. Also relevantly to technological applications, 

we have shown experimentally that switching can occur when the sample is at room temperature 
before laser excitation. 

3) We found that the combination of dielectric optical waveguide and surface plasmon polariton is 
highly effective in optical energy transfer into small surface plasmon antenna. Besides, the 

combination structure can also create circularly polarized light in a small region. 
4) A rapid thermal annealing is effective to obtain high Ku (uniaxial magnetic anisotropy) as well as 

small L10-FeCuPt grains. However, it revealed that each grain were mostly polycrystalline structure. 
We found that an application of adequate additional annealing makes grains into L10 single 

crystalline structures and grains kept almost similar size. 
 

3. Collaborations and activities in 2012 as the group 
A result about a nano-meter structured magnetic film with high uniaxial anisotropy was reported at an 

international conference (ICM2012, July 8-12, Pusan). At another international conference 
(ICAUMS2012, Oct. 1-5, 2012, Nara), six reports were also presented including femto-second laser 

thermally assisted magnetic recording, dynamics in first magnetic reversal, recording materials, and 
localized circularly polarized light. Some of these reports have been collaborated with Associate Prof. 

Ohnuki. We have kept an inner meeting at least once a month. 
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Quantum Information Group 
 

Shuichiro Inoue*, Takeshi Kuwamoto, Hideomi Hashiba 
 

1. Overview of the research plan in 2012 
 1) Evaluation of the entanglement swapping system 
 2) Fabrication of a single-photon emitter using CdSe colloidal quantum dot array 

 3) Observation of electromagnetically induced transparency of orthogonally polarized photon pairs 
and their storage in an atomic ensemble 

 4) Development of simple and reliable etching technique of Si on ICP 
 

2. Advances and achievements in 2012 
1) We performed fourfold coincidence measurements to investigate the indistinguishability between 

photons from the two independent photon-pair sources. The indistinguishability was measured to 
be 82 % by Hong-Ou-Mandel two-photon interference experiments. Then Bell-state measurements 

were performed with one photon from each pair, which projected the two remaining photons, 
formerly independent onto an entangled state. The obtained fidelity of the swapped entangled state 

was 86 % (world record at telecommunication wavelengths), high enough to infer a violation of a 
Bell-type inequality.  

2) Fabrication technique of an array of colloidal quantum dots covered by silica has been developed. 
The diameters of the quantum dot and the silica shell are 5 nm and 30 nm, respectively. We 

attained a 55 nm wide, 1.5 μm long array of the quantum dots in sub one-dimensional shape using 
a trench made of ZEP on Si substrate as a template. 

3) We studied absorption of orthogonally polarized photon pairs into rubidium (Rb) vapor. The photon 
pairs were filtered using several optical filters and two etalons so that they were resonant with Rb 

atoms. At Rb-vapor temperature of 95 �, the absorption ratio was reached approximately 97%. 
However, at the vapor temperature of 70 �, which was optimum one derived from classical-light 

(laser-light) storage experiments, the absorption ratio was 90 %. In future, we improve the ratio to 
100% by removing the non-resonant frequency components of photon pairs. 

4) Fabrication technique of Si waveguides has been furbished and Si waveguides (320 nm wide and 
more than 1 mm long) have been fabricated. The waveguides have small roughness of side-walls 

(less than 10 nm) and the optical loss due to the roughness is to be measured.  
 

3. Collaborations and activities in 2012 as the group 
 We proposed a multichannel single-photon emitting device which is composed of CdSe colloidal 

quantum dot arrays and plasmonic waveguides. CdSe colloidal quantum dots were synthesized in Prof. 
Ohtsuki’s lab and numerical calculations to design plasmonic waveguides were performed in Prof. 

Ohnuki’s lab. We had three group meetings and discuss the direction of our final goal. 
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Energy Technology Group 
 

Takuya Hashimoto,* Nobuyuki Nishimiya, Yasuo Asada, Sachiko Matsushita, Joe Otsuki  
 

1. Overview of the research plan in 2012 
The first object for solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) is development of materials which construct SOFC, 

which can be operated as low as 600 °C. The next one is construction of SOFC which can work at 

600 °C. 
On dye-sensitized solar cells, employment of photonic crystals or new dyes is examined and their 

properties are clarified by various electrochemical and optical measurements. The targets of energy 
conversion efficiency of the solar cells employing organic dyes and precious metal based ones are 

more than 5% and around 10%, respectively. 
Photonic to chemical energies transformation systems are to be developed through functionalizing 

metal hydrides and specializing active bio-species on one hand and through confirming the concept on 
the photo-assisted hydrogen absorption and adopting that to non-rare metallic combinations on the 

other hand. 
Preparation and characterization of supramolecular non-precious metal photocatalysts are also targets.  

 
2. Advances and achievements in 2012 

The optimization of preparation and sintering conditions of LaNi0.6Fe0.4O3-�, which attract much 
attention as Sr-free cathode material of SOFC, has been completed. For electrolyte material, 

optimization of preparation method and kinds of trivalent ion of BaCe1-xMxO3-� (M: trivalent ion) has 
been carried out. As trivalent ion, it has been revealed that Y is the most suitable since ionic radii of 

Y3+ is close to that of Ce4+. Also it has been clarified that the valence changes to tetravalent by 
employing Nd as trivalent ion in order to adjust ionic radii for B-site, resulting in less oxide ion 

vacancy and proton conductivity. Examination apparatus for SOFC has been successfully constructed 
and fabrication of SOFC using above mentioned materials has started. 

Using photonic crystals prepared by self-assembly methods, improvement of photon-to electron 
conversion efficiency of dye-sensitized solar cells has been confirmed. Also, lithographic technique of 

TiO2, which is base material for solar cells, is established. Dyes with varied structures were prepared 
and tested as dyes for dye-sensitized solar cells. This year, however, has seen no improvement from 

previously reported our efficiency record of 3.1%. As for precious metal dyes, model complexes were 
prepared and characterized as a preceding step to the application to the dye-sensitized solar cells. 

Bio-actively transferred hydrogen energy was successfully recovered by magnesium-based alloy 
composites and the entity of hydrogen fermentation was partly specialized through DNA abstraction 

from Yokohama National University’s active mixtures. Non-rare metallic composites comprising 
boron, carbon and/or nitrogen provided with graphene-derived carbon nano-balls with high hydrogen 

capacity as well as layered carbon nitrides with high performance photo-assisted hydrogen absorption 
additives. 

For supramolecular photocatalysts, the synthesis is ongoing. The major achievements of this year 
was that discovery of double helices made of chlrophyll derived molecules, which will constitute a 

basis for the design of artificial antenna systems and (ii) demonstration of lower temperature 
processing for the fabrication of thin films of reduced graphene oxide, which will be used as the 

substrate for organic photovoltaic 
 

3. Collaborations and activities in 2012 as the group 
 Bio-activity transferred hydrogen is a collaborate work of Prof. Asada and Nishimiya. Patent of 

preparation via Pechini process by Prof. Hashimoto is under way with the advice of Prof. Nishimiya. 
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Medical Group 
 

Members 
ARISH: Fukuda N, Severe Disease G: Saito K, Igarashi J, Fujiwara K, Soma M, Radiology: Abe O, 
Ishibashi N, Urology Takahashi S, Pediatric Surgery: Koshinaga S, Bioresourse Science: Masuhiro Y, 

Kano K, Pharmacy: Matsumoto Y, Aoyama T, Chiba Cancer: Nagase H, Watanabe T  
 

 
Progress and Production by Whole Medical Group in 2012 

 
1. Development of an E-box targeting Pyrrole-Imidazole polyamide to inhibit cell growth 

(Fujiwara, Soma):  PI polyamides targeting E-box consensus inhibited proliferation of the 
osteosarcoma cell line treated with Myc-6 showing reduced growth rate by WST8 assay and colony 

formation assay.  In the wound-healing assay, Myc-6 inhibited cell migration activity dose-
dependently.  Intravenous injection of Myc-6 once a week for a month caused growth inhibition 

MG63 xenograft developed in Nude mouse without evidence of toxicity. 
 

2. Development of antitumor PI polyamides for pediatric cancer (Koshinaga): PI polyamides�h-
CCAAT1�h-CCAAT3�designed on the CAAT box in promoter reasion of LIT1 gene efficiently 

suppressed expression of LIT1 gene and proliferation of Hepatoblastoma cell line (HuH6 clone5, 
HepG2), and Wilm’s tumor cell line (G401).  

 
3. Development of PI polyamide targeting human TGF-�1 -Preclinical study- (Igarashi, Fukuda):  
We confirmed that GB1101 is strongest to inhibit the expression of TGF-�1 mRNA in human- and 
marmoset-derived fibroblasts. We checked the combination of components of soluble materials and 

solutions for PI polyamides and found that Macrogol Ointment was most effective substrate to 
delivery the PI polyamide into skin. We examined effects  of  PI polyamides targeting human TGF-

�1 on development of skin finrotic scar created in common marmosets and confirmed acual inhibition 
of the skin scar. 

 
4. Development of the Nihon University original methodology inducing iPS cells using the PI 

polyamide targeting human TGF-�1 (Saito, Fukuda, Masuhiro)�We examined the iPS-producing 
method establishment using proteolysis resistant cell-permeable proteins and the iniciation factor, 

TGF-�1 inhibitor, PI polyamide targeting human TGF-�1, Apigenin, TGF-�1antagonist and 
Apigenin, and TGF-�1 and PI polyamide targeting human TGF-�1. 

 
5. Establishment of a breast cancer-inducing mouse model by the transplantation of DFAT 

(Kano): We tried the creation of a breast cancer-inducing mouse model by the transplantation of 
DFAT-GFP transfected oncogene, which is transformed to epithelial cells.  

 
6. Histone acetylation of specific genomic region induced by PI polyamide-SAHA conjugate 

(Nagase, Watanabe)�We made considerable advances in coupling of existing drug SAHA that is 
begin used as an HDAC inhibitor, to PI polyamides for targeting specific subsets of genes for 

reactivation in cancers (e.g. Cdkn2a / p16). Watanabe developed a method of simple synthesis with 
solid phase synthesis method using glutamic acid which is the usual amino acid. Six ring cyclic PI 

polyamide was synthesized. 
 

7. Pharmacokinetic/Pharmacodynamic Analysis of tumor-localizing photosensitizing compounds 
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(Matsumoto, Aoyama): To describe the relationships between effects following photodynamic 

therapy, light dose, and plasma compound concentration, they developed a high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) method for the determination of plasma concentration and investigate the 

pharmacokinetics of novel compound CT101019a. 
 

8. Development of plasma medicine for skin malignant melanoma (Saito, Fujiwara, Fukuda): We 
started a project of the development of plasma medicine for skin malignant melanoma collaborating 

with the plasma team in College of Science and Technology. This plasma medicine targets the 
cancer stem cell with all trans retinoic acid to reduce the tolelance of radical oxygen species. 

 
  

Activities of Medical Team in 2012 
 

1) Meeting of N. Research team in every week.  
2) Meetings four times in the collaborating institute Central Institute for Experimental Animals 

Common marmoset team for the development of PI polyamide targeting TGF-�1. 
3) June: Meeting with the Drug Preparation Room in Nihon University School of Medicine Itabashi 

Hospital and Clinical Pharmacokinetics team in College of Pharamacy about the development of PI 
polyamide targeting TGF-�1. 

4) October: Meeting with the team in College of Pharamacy about the GLP grade phamakokinetics 
study for PI polyamide targeting TGF-�1 

5) November: Meeting for the development of plasma medicine for skin malignant melanoma 
collaborating with the plasma team in College of Science and Technology. 

6) December: Presentation for the development of PI polyamide as practical medicine in College of 
Pharmacy.� � �  
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Supramolecules and Self-Assembly Group 
 

Hiroki Ikake*, Akiyoshi Itoh, Joe Otsuki, Arata Tsukamoto and Sachiko Matsushita 
   
  The goal of the supramolecules and self-assembly group is to develop advanced technologies on 

nanomaterials and nanostructures and to supply these technologies to the application-oriented groups, 
i.e., the information, energy, and medical groups, thus strongly promoting networking among these 

groups on diverse fields. As follows, each groups theme in 2012. 
 

· Itoh & Tsukamoto Group 
  We tried to prepare and utilize nano-structured substrates such as silica thin film having self-

assembled nano-pores and self-assembled silica particle substrate. In 2012, we preformed additional 
annealing to above isolated FeCuPt grains by using same annealing chamber of rapid thermal 

annealing, for crystallizing those poly-crystal grains to form single crystalline grains. As a result, the 
grain consists of c-axis oriented single crystalline structure from complementary results of X-ray 

diffraction and electron beam diffraction. We found that an application of adequate additional 
annealing makes grains into L10 single crystalline structures and grains kept almost similar size. 

 
· Otsuki Group 
  Self-assembly of appropriately designed molecules will afford a bottom-up method for producing 
nanostructures. This work aims at developing new molecular self-assembling systems, revealing self-

assembled structures and dynamic behaviors at the molecular level, and searching for applications of 
self-assembly to energy, medical, and information technologies through the collaboration with 

researchers of the N. research project. 
1. Self-Assembly of Molecules and Quantum Dots 
2. New Dyes for Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells 
 

· Matsushita Group 
  Two subjects related with self-assembly and self-organization were studied with perspective of the 

developments of unexplored scientific fields and new technology. 
1. Dye-sensitized photonic crystal electrodes 
  We examined the fluorescence inhibition effect of a self-assembled photonic crystal using Chlorine 
e6 dye. Chlorine e6 is derived from chlorophyll and has a long excited electron lifetime. 

2. Noble Planar and Symmetric Nanostructures in Prospective Plasmonic Devices 
  Noble planar and symmetric nanostructures, such as rod or spiny structures, were prepared by the 

combination of colloidal self-assembly, thermal sintering and chemical etching, which enables the 
tuning of both size of the particle and neck diameter. As a result, the rod structure showed the biggest 

SERS effect among our structures in spite of the smallest amount of Au coating. 
 
· Ikake Group 
  In our group, the aim of development of poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) films as biopolymer with the 

high thermal- and mechanical- resistance. And then, the improved PLLA was submitted to new 
material field. In particular, we have discussed as follows theme in 2012. 
1. Preparation of High Crystallinity and High Orientation Poly(L-lactic acid) Films under 

Electric Field 
2. Morphological change of Poly(L-lactic acid) Films with Magnetic Irradiation 
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Nanomaterials and Nanodevices Group 

 

Kaoru Suzuki*, Yoshiki Takano, Tomohiko Asai, Nobuyuki Iwata, Hideomi Hashiba,  

Ken Judai and Shigeru Chaen 

 

1. Overview of the research plan in 2012 
This group aims at fabrication of nanomaterials and nanodevices for high functional applications such as 1) 

Takano has a plan to prepare single phase samples of Sr1-xRxFeAsF(R=rare earth) and try to make thin films of 

Sr1-xNdxFeAsF with collaboration with Prof. K. Suzuki. Quantum dot single-photon terahertz detector by Fe-

based superconductor films, 2) Magnetic probe of Scanning probe microscope by Ni, etc. encapsulated carbon 

nanotubes and semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes by controlling specific chirality for field effect 

transistor, 3) Photocatalytic La,Sr,Ca:TiO2 films for hydrogen generation, storage and oxygen (hydrogen) 

storage and release with metal oxides (metal hydrides) nanoparticles, 4) New photo-memory by highly-

photoluminescent material (NiO-ZrO2 solid solutions) and  in-vitro single molecule imaging of these proteins 

by membrane receptors.  

Asai has a plan to 1) Development of rapid generation method of alloy thin-film by using a MCPG 

Thin-film formation method with a MCPG has been studied for practical applications; TiZrFeMn film, titanium 

oxide film and surface treatment of ceramic materials. 2) Medical application of LF plasma jet: Basic test device 

of LF plasma jet for a cancer treatment has been developed and an experimental study has been initiated. 3) 

Design study of new scenario of a muon-catalyzed nuclear fusion: Innovative scenario of a muon-catalyzed 

nuclear fusion has been proposed and basic design study has been performed. The concept is utilize the “pack-

man method” in a translated field-reversed configuration to realize hydrogen solid hydrogen pellet in a warm 

plasma for an effective re-activation method for muon.  

Hashiba plans in 2012 are as follows: Development of fabrication technics and Study of silicone wave guide 

devices with its third-order nonlinearities, development of fabrication technics and Study of two dimensional 

phonic crystals (PCs) of titanium oxide (TiO2) of low refractive index to meet the needs of the advanced solar 

cells, and revealing higher order THz plasma excitations of quantum dots confined with shallow potential 

barriers. 

 

2. Advances and achievements in 2012 
  Prof. K. Suzuki approached 1)Metal encapsulated carbon nanotube for magnetic force microscope probes:The 

diameter and length of the metal core is in the range of 10 – 80 nm and 100 – 800 nm with varying heating 

period and temperature, respectively. The walls consist of cylindrical graphene sheets with 3 -50 layer. 

2)Creation of carbon nano-tube/fiber and diamond-like carbon circuit:synthesized phosphorus doped n-type 

carbon nano-tube/fiber by Joule heating on ethanol/Si surface, and diamond-like carbon films by ion beam 

plating method. Type of p-n junction diode and wiring were created by focused Ga+ ion beam injection. 3) 

Synthesize of photocatalytic SrxLa1-xTiO3 film for hydrogen generation on polymer films with visible area in 

solar light excitation by laser induced forward transfer method: try to deposit of TiO2 on polymer films by laser 

induced forward transfer method. 4)Synthesis of ZnO nano-films for light emitting device by infrared light 

excited pulsed laser deposition method: High quality crystalline of p-type ZnO nano-films were improved by 

pulsed YAG laser annealing below 532 nm of laser wavelength. 5)Bio-electronics:studied the sterilization of 

periodontal bacterium by atmosphere pressure low frequency jet plasma; fresh plasma, and 

splintering/regeneration of enchytraeus japonensis by irradiation of free electron laser. 6)Green 

technology:studied the evolution of controlled nano/micro bubble by laser/focused ion beam fabricated nozzle 

on piezoelectric vibrator for defecation of water. 

Prof. Y. Takano has prepared Sr1-xNdxFeAsF and obtained the high Tc superconductivity previously reported 

in Sr1-xSmxFeAsF. Although he has tried to prepare single phase samples, they have not been obtained. On the 

other hand, Takano has prepared F deficient SrFeAsF1-y and investigated their electrical properties. Although the 
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metallic conductivity is obtained, superconductivity is not observed above 3 K. However, he has found that the 

decrease of Tc by y in optimum doped Sr1-xRxFeAsF1-y is independent of R ions. Takano has also investigated the 

possibility of Sr1-xNdxFeAsF for the superconducting wire rod and obtained that the upper critical magnetic field 

of this sample is higher than that of MgB2 that has the highest critical current density.  

   Asso. Prof. T. Asai has developed 1) Basic and applied study on a magnetized plasmoid has been performed 

in the project. In FY2012, the prospect of actually using a multi-pulsed magnetized plasmoid generation system 

for a rapid generation of alloy thin film has been emerged and applied for a patent. Also, the invented technique 

has started to be studied as an innovative surface treatment method for dental ceramics. 2) The feasibility of 

medical applications of an atmosphere pressure LF jet plasma has been performed. Based on the results, a test 

equipment of LF jet system has been developed. 3) For the basic study of self organization process of 

magnetized plasmoid, an experimental device for a super Alfvenic velocity FRC translation has been developed. 

The experiments on the newly developed device have been started in December 2012. The experimental facility 

has also been applied for a feasibility test of a muon-catalyzed nuclear fusion. 

Asso. Prof. N. Iwata has studied the selective growth of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) with 

specific chirality controlled by irradiating the FEL. The G/D ratio, which indicates quality of SWNT, was 

significantly improved from about 30 to over 400 by developing a new substrate heater system.  

[ABO3/REMO3](A=Ca,La, B=Fe,Mn,  RE=La,Bi,  M=Fe,Fe0.8Mn0.2) superlattices were deposited on surface 

treated SrTiO3(100) substrates by pulsed laser deposition method; 3 types of CaFeO3(CFO)-series, 3 types of 

CaMnO3(CMO)-series, 3 types of LaMnO3(LMO)-series.  In a 2�-� x-ray diffraction, satellite peaks and Laue 

oscillations were clearly observed.  Those results indicate that the homogenous interface is created.  From the 

results of reciprocal space mapping (RSM), all superlattices except for LMO/BiFe0.8Mn0.2O3(BFMO), cubu-on-

cube structure was observed with the film lattice fitted to the substrate lattice in-plain.  Sheet resistance of the 

superlattices showed semiconducting behavior.  The EA of CMO and LMO single layer was 0.076 and 0.17eV 

at higher temperature.  The EA of the superlatatice was smaller than the value of single layers, indicating that 

the electron transfer, intermixing of cation at the interface, and modification of the band structure.  At the TC, 

magnetic transition is expected. � The author did the organizer at the biggest joint symposium in this field 

(JSAP-MRS 2012 Spring Meeting).  The author was invited to the OMTAT international conference hold at 

Kochi, India with the title of Oxides heterostructures for giant magnetoelectric effect.  The research has been 

done with Prof. Hashimoto and IMS group of Univ. of Twente, Netherlands as a collaboration research.  In 

addition, collaboration research with ETH Z�rich, Swiss about the observation of antiferromagnetic domain of 

Cr2O3 thin film using SHG technique was carried out.  The domain with Néel temp. of 307K was clearly 

observed.      

Asso. Prof. H. Hashiba has studied the 1)Research of silicone wave guide devices of this year has been focused 

on development of simple fabrication method of the waveguides and we attained to develop concrete fabrication 

method for a Si waveguide of 320 nm wide and more than 1 mm long. The waveguide has small roughness of 

side-walls of less than 10 nm and accuracy of shape of the waveguide is restricted by our EBL. 2)Our TiO2 PCs 

are fabricated with standard electron beam resist mask and deposition techniques of Ag-O2 mixture gas of 1:1.5 

at 1 x 10
-2

 Torr. The patterned TiO2 film is then baked at 550 degrees and transform amorphous to mixture of 

rutile and anatase. The observation of the layer under XRD measurement shows that some rutile turns into 

anatase at that temperature. 3)Plasma excitations of QDs formed on a GaAs hetero-structure arises with a 

formation of confinement potential barrier from the reservoir having resistances more than resistance quanta, and 

we revealed that appropriate shape of the barriers lowers dark counts by suppression of flow of hot electrons 

form the reservoir and reveals higher order excited states. The higher order excited states is expected to have the 

same plasma frequency of that of the first and shows a heat bath effect of the QD. This will promise high 

temperature operation of the THz detection. 

Prof. S. Chaen and Prof. T. Tojo have succeeded in estimating ADP release rate from the displacement of 

fluorescent nucleotides bound to myosin heads in the in vitro motility assay system by flash photolysis of caged 

ATP. And they have developed a new wet cell system of Scanning Electron Microscopy to observe a living cell 
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in aqueous solution with at nanometer resolution. 

   Asso. Prof. K. Judai has studied the “self-assembled nano helix”. He found silver tolyl-acetylide molecules 

self-assemble into nano helical morphology, however, the x-ray crystal structure analysis could not be performed 

yet. He established also the method of the metallic cluster preparation for electrochemical analysis.  

 

3. Collaborations and activities in 2012 as the group 
  Each crew has team meetings and offered the research sample, respectively. We obtained the several 

collaborations results such as superconductor films, nanotube device, hydrogen generation/storage/release nano-

particles/films and single-moecule fluorescent imaging. 

Hashiba has collaborative projects of “electric field dependence of polarity of molecular moters” with prof. 

Otsuki, and “single photon emission from CdSe quantum dots coupled with metal waveguide” with Prof. Inoue. 
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Quantum Theory and Computation Group 
 

Hiroshi Ishida, Shinichiro Ohnuki, Tokuei Sako,* Tsuneki Yamasaki 
 

1. Overview of the research plan in 2012 
�����Ishida�Electronic structure and conductivity of singe-molecular chain linked between 
metal electrodes are examined by the finite-temperature Green’s function method.�����Sako�

Structure of conjugate Fermi holes in artificial atoms as well as natural atoms is examined and their 
relation with electronic properties is rationalized.����a�Ohnuki�Aiming at designing an 

optimal plasmon antennas for the direct opto-magnetic recoding the localized field in the vicinity of 
plasmonic antennas of various shape is examined.����b�Ohnuki�An efficient numerical 

method for solving coupled Maxwell and Schrödinger equation is established.���	�
Yamasaki�An optimal structure of photonic crystal wave guide incorporating dielectric materials is 

examined. 
 

2. Advances and achievements in 2012 
�����Ishida�We considered N-site Hubbard molecules linked between two metal electrodes 

and examined their equilibrium electronic structure at temperature in the zero-bias limit by calculating 
the finite-temperature Green's function. The integrated one-electron density of states (DOS) near the 

chemical potential of metal electrodes for different gate voltage was examined. The result indicates the 
formation the Kondo resonance at below the Kondo temperature (Phys. Rev. B, 2012). The present 

scheme is shown to be capable of describing the electronic structure of adsorbed molecules in the wide 
parameter range including the ballistic, Coulomb blockade, and Kondo regimes. 

�����Sako�Through the continuing research of this N. project we have found last year the 
existence of the so-called conjugate Fermi hole in the wave function of two electrons with antiparallel 

spins. This year we have focused on artificial atoms and have examined in detail the structure of the 
conjugate Fermi holes in the systems. As a consequence of the analysis, the origin of the first Hund 

rule in artificial atoms has been rationalized, and the difference in the mechanism operating in 
artificial atoms and in the corresponding He-like systems has been clarified�J. Phys. B, 2012�
 

����a�Ohnuki�We have designed plasmonic antennas to generate the localized circularly 
polarized light inside the bit-patterned media for realizing ultra-high density magnetic recording. 

Using the ADE-FDTD method, the generation time and the intensity of the localized circularly 
polarized light are clarified in terms of the combination of cross antennas. 

����b�Ohnuki�A nanoplate in laser fields is analyzed by the coupled Maxwell-Schrodinger 
scheme which is based upon the FDTD method. We investigate the current densities and 

electromagnetic fields near the nanoplate in terms of tunneling effects due to well structures. 
Advantages of our proposed method are clarified in comparison with conventional classical solvers. 

���	�Yamasaki�We have analyzed the guiding problem by dielectric waveguides with defects 
composed of dielectric circular cylinders array and deformed rhombic dielectric structure in the 

middle layer and investigated the influence of energy flow for the defect area by using the propagation 
constants at the guided region. From the numerical results, it is shown that we can obtain the best 

efficiency by rhombic dielectric structure compared with deformed rhombic dielectric structures in the 
middle layer for both TE0 and TM0 modes. 

 
3. Collaborations and activities in 2012 as the group 

We have organized a meeting every month at Prof. Ohnuki’s laboratory with Prof. Nakagawa and 
Dr. Ashizawa of Information Storage Group to study mainly theoretical methods for solving coupled 

Maxwell and Schrödinger equations.  
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�

Progress reports of individual researchers 
 
Yasuo ASADA   Energy Technology 
Hydrogen Production by Photosynthetic Microorganisms with the use of Hydrogen-Absorving Metals and 

Biocatalitic Reduction of Isooxsasoles 

�

Tomohiko ASAI   Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 
Control of Self-Organized Magnetized Plasmoids and Their Applications to Nano-Materials and Medical 

Technologies 

 
Shigeru CHAEN and Tadashi TOJO   Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 

Imaging of Bio-molecule and Cell 

 

Kyoko FUJIWARA and Masayoshi SOMA    Medical      
Development of an E-box targeting Pyrrole-Imidazole polyamide to inhibit cell growth 
 

Noboru FUKUDA, Kosuke SAITO, Jun IGARASHI and Tomohiko ASAI   Medical 

Drug Discovery of Pyrrole-Imidazole (PI) Polyamide by the Chemical Biology and Development of Plasma 

Medicine for Skin Malignant Melanoma 

 
Hideomi HASHIBA   Quantum Information; Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 
Single Photon Optoelectronics Devices 

 
Takuya HASHIMOTO     Energy Technology 
Development of Materials for Intermediate-Temperature Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 

 

Hiroki IKAKE    Supramolecules and Self-Assembly  
Development of Poly(lactic acid)s Films as Biopolymer, and Applications to New Material Field 

 
Shuichiro INOUE    Quantum Information  
High Fidelity Entanglement Swapping at Telecommunication Wavelengths 

 
Hiroshi ISHIDA   Quantum Theory and Computation 
Electronic Structure Calculation of Crystal Interfaces, Adsorbed Molecules, and Nanostructures 

 

Akiyoshi ITOH, Arata TSUKAMOTO   Information Storage; Supramolecules and Self-Assembly 

Ultra High Density Information Recording Materials on Self Assembled Nano-structured Substrates 

 
Nobuyuki IWATA   Nanomaterials and Nanodevices  
Pursuing the Limits of Nanomaterial-based Photonic and Quantum Technologies 

 
Ken JUDAI   Nanomaterials and Nanodevices  
Preparation of Metallic Clusters in Solution and Applications to Catalysis 

 
Koichiro KANO   Medical   
Actin Cytoskelton Dynamics Control Adipocyte Differentiation Via Regulation of MKL1 

 
Tsugumichi KOSHINAGA   Medical 
Anti-tumor Effect of Inhibition LIT1 Gene Transcription by using as New Therapeutic Agent 
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Takeshi KUWAMOTO   Quantum Information 

Experimental Studies for Quantum Memory Using Neutral Atoms 

 
Yoshikazu MASUHIRO   Medical 
Construction of the Escherichia Coli Expression System of the Cell Membrane Permeable iPSCs Induced 

Factors That Strengthened Proteolysis Resistance 

 

Yoshiaki MATSUMOTO and Takahiko AOYAMA   Medical 
Pharmacokinetic/Pharmacodynamic Analysis of Tumor-localizing Photosensitizing Compounds 

 

Sachiko MATSUSHITA   Supramolecules and Self-Assembly ; Energy Technology  
Self-assembly and Self-organization from the viewpoint of Device-fabrication Methods 

 
Hiroki NAGASE and Takayoshi WATANABE   Medical 

Applied Chemical Biology: Strategy to Cure Cancer Patients 

 
Katsuji NAKAGAWA   Information Storage 

Research for High Density and High Speed Magnetic Recording- Thermally Assisted Magnetic Recording 

Applying Near Field Optical Light - 

 
Nobuyuki NISHIMIYA   Energy Technology 
Development of Photonic to Chemical Energies Transformation Systems 

 
Shinichiro OHNUKI   Quantum Theory and Computation 

Nano-Electromagnetic Simulation and Its Applications to Plasmonic Devices 

 
Joe OTSUKI   Supramolecules and Self-Assembly; Energy Technology 

Self-Assembled Supramolecules and Their Applications to Energy, Medical, and Information Technologies 

 
Tokuei SAKO   Quantum Theory and Computation 
Comparison of the Structure of Conjugate Fermi Holes in He-like Systems and Artificial Atoms 
 

Kaoru SUZUKI   Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 

Synthesis of Nano-rod Devices with Wide Band Gap Semiconductor Effect 

 
Satosu TAKAHASHI and Daisuke OBINATA  Medical 
The Development of Newly Molecular Targeting Drug for Prostate Cancer by using PI polyamide 

 
Yoshiki TAKANO   Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 
Mechanism of Superconductivity in Layered Fe-based Superconductors and Search of New Superconducting 

Compounds 

 
Arata TSUKAMOTO, Akiyoshi ITOH   Information Storage; Supramolecules and Self-Assembly 

Ultra Fast Information Recording and Ultra Fast Photo Magnetic Switching 

 
Tsuneki YAMASAKI   Quantum Theory and Computation 

Distribution of Energy Flow by Dielectric Waveguide withRhombic Dielectric Structures along a Middle Layer 

–Case of Compared with Deformed Rhombic Dielectric Structure– 
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Hydrogen Production by Photosynthetic Microorganisms with the use of Hydrogen-Absorving 
Metals and Biocatalitic Reduction of Isooxsasoles 

 
Yasuo ASADA 

Energy Technology Group 

 
  Hydrogen production by cyanobacteria combined use of hydrogen-absorbing metals and biocatalitic 

reduction of isooxasoles and acetophenon using photosynthetic bacteria, are studied. 
 

1. Hydrogen production by photosynthetic microorganisms with the use of hydrogen-absorbing 
metals  (Co-works with Prof.Nishimiya, CST, Nihon-Univ.) 
  The new methods to collect and stimulate hydrogen produced by cyanobacteria with the use of 
hydrogen-absorbing metals.  
  The hydrogen gas produced by cyanobacteria, Spirulina platensis and Anabaena cylindrical was 
collected with hydrogen-absorbing metals. By reducing hydrogen partial pressure, the hydrogen 

production by cyanobacteria, was stimulated. Spirulina platensis produces hydrogen gas by anaerobic 
digestion of intracellular glycogen.�  

  However, the stored hydrogen gas is inhibitory for the hydrogen production. By lowering hydrogen 
partial pressure with the use of hydrogen-absorbing metals, hydrogen production was stimulated.  
  In this fiscal year, the positive effect of hydrogen-absorbing metals on production by Enterobacter 
aerogenes (a kind of facultative anaerobic bacteria) was confirmed.  
 
2. Biocatalitic reduction of isooxasoles and acetophenon by photosynthetic bacteria  
  Biocatalitic and assymetrical reduction of isooxasoles and acetophenons by photosynthetic bacteria 
are studied. 

Intact cells of some cyanobacteria are known to convert isooxasoles to its alcohol form. The 
responsible enzyme is assumed to be alcohol dehydrogenase(s), but there has been detailed 

information. The aim of study is to clarify the responsible enzyme and strengthen the activity by 
genetic engineering.  

  We have already acquired transconjugant photosynthetic bacterium, Rhodobacter sphaeroides RV 
with three alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) enzyme genes from the cyanobacterium, Synechococcus 

PCC7942 and one ADH gene from alcohol-assimilating photosynthetic bacterium,  
  This fiscal year, we tried to analyze ADH activity by activity staining of native electrophoresis. The 

cell-free extracts from Rhodopeudomonas palustris No.7 in the gels was able to oxidize S-form 1-
phenyl alcohol to acetophenon but not R-form. 
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Control of Self-Organized Magnetized Plasmoids and Their Applications 
to Nano-Materials and Medical Technologies 

 
Tomohiko Asai 

Nanomaterials and Nanodevices Group 

 
Self-organized magnetized plasmoid has attractive advantages for the variety of applications because 

of its wide range of plasma parameters and its ease of control. In this work, applications of the 
magnetized plasmoid for a rapid thin-film deposition and EUV light source have been proposed and 

demonstrated. Also, several innovative applications of the plasma formation technique, e.g. medical 
treatment and muon catalyzed nuclear fusion have been proposed and initiated in this project.  

 
1. Development of high-speed film deposition technique by magnetized coaxial plasma gun 
  Magnetized Coaxial Plasma Gun (MCPG) has been applied for new alloy film deposition technique. 
This method realize the generation of metallic thin film with the materials which have high-melting-

point (e.g., Ti, Zr …). Generation methods for these materials had been limited to the ion beam 
assisted vacuum deposition. The optimization of gun operation and the initial experiment with 

composite material electrode have been successfully performed. The developed technique had been 
applied for a patent via NUBIC. �”Fast alloy film deposition method”�by Tomohiko Asai, Kaoru 

Suzuki, Nobuyuki Nishimiya, Mikio Takatsu, 2012.9.6 (JP2012-195690� 
(Collaboration with Prof. K. Suzuki and Prof. N. Nishimiya) 

 
2. Application of LF Plasma jet for Medical Treatments 
  The atmospheric-pressure LF (Low Frequency) plasma jet have been investigated to apply for 
surface modification technique of e.g. CNT composite materials. The application study of the LF jet 

for medical treatment has recently been initiated. The high energy electron and ions supplied by the LF 
jet have a potential to be a tool to control chemical balance of cells in addition to the direct effect of 

hot particles. 
  In this project, the study is focusing on the 

application of LF jet on the cancer treatment. The 
experimental device has been developed (Figure 

1) and the initial experiments will be started 
within this fiscal year.  

(Collaboration with Prof. N. Fukuda, Dr. K. 
Fujiwara, Dr. H. Koguchi (AIST) et al.) 

 
3. High-efficiency method of muon catalyzed 
fusion 
  The muon catalyzed fusion (μCF) is one of the 

nuclear fusion reaction processes caused in a μ-
atom. To improve the efficiency of μCF, 

innovative concept of fusion reactor design has 
been proposed and preliminary experiments on a 

super-Alfvénic translated FRC (Field-Reversed 
Configuration) plasma (Figure 2) have been 

initiated. (Collaboration with Dr. E. Nakamura, 
KEK)  

 

 

Figure 1. LF jet for a medical applications. 

 

Figure 2. FAT device. 
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Imaging of Bio-molecule and Cell 
 

Shigeru CHAEN and Tadashi TOJO 
Nanomaterials and Nanodevice Group 

 

 
1. Studies on the biomolecular motor using the ordinary fluorescent imaging technique. 
  In vitro motility assays using bipolar 
myosin thick filaments demonstrated 
that actin filaments slides slower in the 
direction leading away from the central
zone than towards it. Recently, we have 
suggested that the backward movement 
causes the myosin heads to be constrained and increase in the energy required for the ADP release step 
by the findings that the thermal activation energy. In this study, in order to examine whether ADP 
release rate is slower in the backward than the forward 
movement, we constructed an assay system to estimate the ADP 
release rate from the displacement of fluorescent nucleotides 
bound to myosin heads by flash photolysis of caged ATP. Using 
the new assay system, we obtained that ADP release rate is 
slower in the backward than the forward movement. 
(BIOPHYSICS in press. 2013) 
 

2. Development of a new wet cell using a carbon thin diaphragm to observe a living cell in 
aqueous solution with Scanning Electron Microscopy at nanometer resolution 
  In electron microscopy, transparency of specimens against a beam of electrons in TEM or intensity 
of secondary electrons and so on induced by an incident electron beam in SEM is translated into 
contrast. Any material surrounding a specimen, which prevents electron beam passing or detection of 
secondary electrons, obstructs to create an image. Hence, electron microscopy intrinsically requires 
high voltage electron beam irradiation of specimens and high vacuum under 10-4 Pa in the cell for 
specimens. Water in samples must be replaced with some resins or completely dried up. These 
conditions make it difficult to observe wet or living samples like enzymes retaining catalytic activities 
or living cells in aqueous solution. To image wet and living samples using electron microscopy at 
nanometer resolution, we are developing a new wet cell for SEM whereby living cells and enzymes 
can be maintained in aqueous solution. A carbon thin layer with thickness of 20 nm was made by 
vacuum evaporation. We applied it as a diaphragm withstanding a pressure gap for separating a 
specimen in solution at atmospheric pressure from high vacuum environment. Cells and enzymes were 
placed on its surface of the atmospheric side. They were imaged using SEM. The EM photographs 
show detailed structures of the cell membrane and the enzymes. 
 
 

fluorescent actin filament

forward (fast)backward (slow)

myosin filament

����

Ventral membranes of CHO cells
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Development of an E-box Targeting Pyrrole-Imidazole Polyamide to Inhibit Cell Growth 

 

Masayoshi SOMA, Kyoko FUJIWARA 

Medical Group 

 

The amplification or over expression of c-MYC has been observed in many tumors.  c-MYC 

is a basics-helix-loop-helix leucine zipper transcription factor that binds E-box (5’-CACGTG-3’) 

sequence of DNA with its partner MAX protein. It activates the transcription of more than 4000 genes 

whose products are involved in crucial aspects of cancer biology such as cell proliferation, cell growth, 

apoptosis and differentiation.  There have been many approaches to down regulate MYC or its 

downstream genes, however, none of them has been succeeded to be developed as an anti-cancer 

drugs, because of the lack of drug-delivery system, or too complex treatment procedure. 

 

Pyrrole–imidazole (PI) polyamides can bind to double strand DNA in a sequence specific 

manner and suppress the expression of target gene by inhibiting DNA binding proteins including 

transcription factors.  PI polyamides are small synthetic molecules composed of the aromatic amino 

acids N-methylpyrrole (Py) and N-methylimidazole (Im).  A pair of PI polyamide recognizes specific 

DNA base pairs, i.e. Im/Py pair bind to G-C, Py/Im to C-G, and Py/Py to both A-T and T-A.  A 

concatenation of those pairs made it possible to bind to a variety of specific DNA sequences. 

 

We designed several PI polyamides which recognize E-box consensus, and found that one of 

those PI polyamide Myc-6 inhibits proliferation of the many cells including osteosarcoma cell line 

MG63.  The cells treated with 1mM or higher concentration of Myc-6 showed reduced growth rate 

when they were examined by WST8 assay and colony formation assay.  It was also revealed by 

wound-healing assay that Myc-6 inhibited cell migration activity dose-dependently.  Intravenous 

injection of Myc-6 at 6 mg/kg body weight once a week for a month caused growth inhibition MG63 

xenograft developed in Nude mouse without evidence of toxicity.  It was also observed that Myc-6 

treatment increased the amount of phosphatidyl serine, which is the marker of early apoptosis, on cell 

membrane, however, no clear evidence of late apoptosis or necrosis was found.   

 

By global gene expression analysis using Affymetrix 

GeneChip U133 Plus, 18 genes were found to be significantly 

down-regulated in MG63 cells treated with 10mM Myc-6.  

Even though we failed to find the direct target genes of Myc-6 

polyamide, we found that extracellular matrix related genes, such 

as Collagen 3A1, 14A1, Matrix metalloproteinase 1, and the 

genes involved in RNA maturation, such as MALAT1 and NEAT1 

were down regulated by Myc-6 treatment.  Since those genes 

could be involved in regulating growth and/or migration of 

tumor cells, and could be a new therapeutic target, we are doing 

further functional analysis of them. Fig.1  Growth inhibition of MG63 cells by Myc-6 treatment. 
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      Drug Discovery of Pyrrole-Imidazole (PI) Polyamide by the Chemical Biology and 
Development of Plasma Medicine for Skin Malignant Melanoma  

 

Noboru FUKUDA, Jun IGARASHI, Kousuke SAITO and Tomohiko ASAI 
Medical Group 

 
� To develop DNA-recognized PI polyamide targeting human TGF-�1 as practical medicines, we 
tried to determine a lead compound, and provide the preclinical studies using common marmosets. We 
also develop the Nihon University original methodology to induce iPS cells using the PI polyamide 
targeting human TGF-�1. Moreover, we started a project of the development of plasma medicine for 
skin malignant melanoma collaborating with the plasma team in College of Science and Technology. 
 
I. Determination of a lead compound targeting human TGF-�1� �  

Among seven PI polyamides designed to bind on the promoter region of human TGF-�1 gene, 
we selected GB1101, GB1105, and GB1106, and examined their effects on expression of TGF-�1 
mRNA in humen cultured vascular smooth muscles. GB1105 and GB1106 strongly inhibited 
expression of TGF-�1 mRNA in a dose-dependent manner. We confirmed that GB1101 is 
strongest to inhibit the expression of TGF-�1 mRNA in human- and marmoset-derived 
fibroblasts. 

 
II. Establishment of ointment containing PI polyamide targeting human TGF-�1 

We start to establish ointment containing PI polyamide targeting human TGF-�1 to develop PI 
polyamide as a practical medicine for the skin hypertrophic scar collonborating with solution 
manufacturing room in Nihon University Itabashi Hospital. We checked the combination of 
components of soluble materials and solutions for PI polyamides and found that Macrogol 
Ointment was most effective substrate to delivery the PI polyamide into skin.  

 
III. Preclinical study for PI polyamides using common marmosets 

The preclical study using the primates is essential to develop PI polyamides. We chose common 
marmosets that are compact and have a reproductive power for the preclinical study. We 
examined effects  of  PI polyamides targeting human TGF-�1 on development of skin finrotic 
scar created in common marmosets and confirmed acual inhibition of the skin scar. 

 
IV. Development of the Nihon University original methodology to induce iPS cells using the PI 

polyamide targeting human TGF-�1 
1) We evaluated the effect of PI polyamides to induce EMT on human mammary epithelial cell lines by 

assay for examining cell proliferation and migration activity. As a result, Treated group showed lower 
expression activity level of TGF-�1 and Snail genes, which are involved in EMT. These results suggest 
that those PI polyamides may be useful for inhibit EMT in human mammary epithelial cells. 

2) Currently, We have tried to induce human iPS to administer to HDF cells proteins, which cell extracts of 
293T stable expression cell strains of Flag-Sox2 or Oct4 or Klf4-11R, and Flag-Sox2-Stabilon-11R fusion 
proteins and 6�His tag conjugated MTM-cMYC fusion protein constructed by E. coli expression system, 
and �TGF-�1 inhibitors, �human TGF-�1 specific PI polyamides, �Apigenin which a flavonoid 
that increases the expression of E-cadherin, �TGF-�1 inhibitors and human TGF-�1 specific PI 
polyamide, �human TGF-�1 specific PI polyamide and Apigenin, when change the human iPS induced 
medium after reseed the cells on feeder cells. 

 
V. Development of plasma medicine for skin malignant melanoma 

We started a project of the development of plasma medicine for skin malignant melanoma 
collaborating with the plasma team in College of Science and Technology. This plasma medicine 
targets the cancer stem cell with all trans retinoic acid to reduce the tolelance of radical oxygen 
species. 
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Single Photon Optoelectronics Devices 
 

Hideomi HASHIBA 
Nanomaterials and Nanodevices Group; Quantum Information Group 

 
Our research aims development of single photon optoelectronic devices. Our research has focused 

on silicone waveguides for quantum information transport, two dimensional TiO2 photonic crystals of 

low refractive index for solar cells, and single photon detectors for THz range this year.  
 
1. Development of fabrication technology of silicone waveguides with ICP etching 

Semiconductor wave guides and photonic crystals are increasingly important in optoelectronic 

devices for quantum information technology.  We study silicone wave guide devices with its third-
order nonlinearities.  Research of silicone wave guide devices of this year has been focused on 

development of simple fabrication method of the waveguides and we attained to develop concrete 
fabrication method for a Si waveguide of 320 nm wide and more than 1 mm long. The waveguide has 

small roughness of side-walls of less than 10 nm and accuracy of shape of the waveguide is restricted 
by our EBL. 

 
2. Two dimensional TiO2 photonic crystal as photo sensitized solar cell 

Two dimensional phonic crystals (PCs) of titanium oxide (TiO2) of low refractive index to meet the 
needs of the advanced solar cells. Our PCs are fabricated with standard electron beam resist mask and 

deposition techniques of Ag-O2 mixture gas of 1:1.5 at 1 x 10-2 Torr. The patterned TiO2 film is then 
baked at 550 degrees and transform amorphous to mixture of rutile and anatase. The observation of the 

layer under XRD measurement shows that some rutile turns into anatase at that temperature. 
 

 
3. THz plasma excitations of quantum dots confined 
with shallow potential barriers 

 We studied the “Single-electron transistors in THz 

range“. THz range single photon detectors are assembled 

from a GaAs/AlGaAs quantum dot coupled with a metallic 

single electron transistor which senses appearance of 

charge state of the QD. Plasma excitations of the QD 

arises with a formation of confinement potential barrier 

from the reservoir having resistances more than resistance 

quanta, and we revealed that appropriate shape of the 

barriers lowers dark counts by suppression of flow of hot 

electrons form the reservoir and reveals higher order 

excited states. The higher order excited states is expected 

to have the same plasma frequency of that of the first and 

shows a heat bath effect of the QD. This will promise high 

temperature operation of the THz detection. 
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Development of Materials for Intermediate-Temperature Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 
 

Takuya HASHIMOTO 
Energy Technology 

 
  Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) attract much interest due to high efficiency and low emission of 
pollution gas. At present, operation temperature of SOFC is about 800~1000 °C, which should be 

reduced to 600~800 °C for practical application. In order to reduce operating temperature, new 
materials for cathode, electrolyte and anode which work at such a low temperature are necessary. In 

this year, potential of materials listed below has been examined. Fabrication of SOFC by combination 
of the examined materials and its evaluation are now in progress. 

 
1. Optimization of preparation method and sintering temperature of LaNi0.6Fe0.4O3-� as new 
cathode material and its stability at low oxygen partial pressures  
  LaNi0.6Fe0.4O3-� attracts interest as new cathode material due to low chemical reactivity with 

electrolyte material originating from free of Sr. So far, it has been clarified that single phase 
specimens with high homogeneity and large Ni content can be prepared with one of the solution 

process, Pechini method instead of frequently employed solid state reaction method. In this year, it has 
been concluded that sintering of LaNi0.6Fe0.4O3-� powder prepared by Pechini method at 1050 °C 

produces sintering body with sintering density of 70 %, high specific surface area and homogeneous 
pore size distribution, which are ideal as cathode material. (Mater. Res. Bull. 2013) Comparison of 

LaNi0.6Fe0.4O3-� sintering bodies prepared by other solution processes has been carried out and it has 
been revealed that Pechini process employed in this study is superior from the viewpoint of 

controllability of sintering density and homogeneity of pore size distribution. (J. Amer. Ceram. Soc. 
2012) For practical application, electrical property under low oxygen partial pressure is also an 

important factor since cathode is exposed to low oxygen chemical potential under SOFC operation. It 
has been clarified that LaNi0.6Fe0.4O3-� shows electrical conductivity more than 130 S·cm-1 below 

700 °C despite of oxygen partial pressure as low as 10-4 atm 
 

2. Optimization of preparation method and rare earth cation in BaCe1-xMxO3-� (M: rare earth 
metal) 
 BaCe1-xMxO3-� (M: rare earth metal) is one of the candidate for alternative electrolyte materials 
because of high proton conductivity at 400~600 °C. At last year, single phase preparation by Pechini 

method has been succeeded; however, optimization of rare earth ion has not been performed. In this 
year, X-ray diffraction measurements at high temperatures under controlled oxygen partial pressures 

have been performed and rare earth ion in BaCe1-xMxO3-� has been optimized from the viewpoint of 
structural analysis. For the specimens with M=Y, Sm, Eu, Dy and Yb, only thermal expansion was 

observed and reduction expansion due to generation of oxide ion vacancy was not detected. For BaCe1-

xNdxO3-�, not only thermal expansion but also reduction expansion originating from variation of � was 

observed. This indicated that valence of Nd in BaCe1-xNdxO3-� was tetravalent state at room 
temperature and varied to trivalent at high temperatures. The valence of Nd thus concluded showed 

agreement with lower molar volume, � and proton conductivity than those of other BaCe1-xMxO3-� . 
 

3. Preparation of single phase of Sr2-xLaxFeMO6 (M: W, Mo) as new anode materials 
� For the purpose of preparation of SOFC composed of all perovskite materials, double perovskite 

oxide which is stable under reductive atmosphere has been examined as anode materials. For the first 
step, preparation of Sr2-xLaxFeMO6 (M: W, Mo) has been examined and single phase specimens have 

been prepared. The property as anode materials is now in evaluation. 
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Development of Poly(lactic acid)s Films as Biopolymer, and Applications to New Material Field 
 

Hiroki IKAKE 
Supramolecular and Self-Assembly Group 

 
  In our group, the aim of development of poly(lactic acid) (PLA) films as biopolymer with the high 
thermal- and mechanical- resistance. And then, the improved PLA was submitted to new material field. 

 
1. Development of Poly(L-lactic acid) Films with Exhibiting the Piezoelectricity 
  It is well known that poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) fibers exhibit the piezoelectricity, in which their 
piezoelectric constant increases with increasing degree of 

crystallinity and uniformity of the orientation of the crystallites. 
Recently, bending motion due to their piezoelectricity has been 

reported (Fig.1). The zigzag motion is closely related to the 
morphology of PLLA fibers. For this purpose, the irradiated 

magnetic field, and other process, under the electric field, have 
produced the high crystalline oriented PLLA films. In the present 

study, we have successfully synthesized PLLA by using Ring-
opening polymerization, and the crystalline of PLLA became the 

growth by the isothermal crystallization process. 
 

2. Preparation of High Crystallinity and High Orientation 
Poly(L-lactic acid) Films under Electric Field 

  Semi-crystallized PLLA has a comparatively low-degree of 
crystallization (Xc). In order to orient its crystalline domains in a 

regular way and to raise Xc, electric field was applied to PLLA film 
while annealing it according to a program. In Fig.2, the 

dependency of the azimuthal angle for PLLA films at 16.7° caused 
of the (110)/(200) planes by wide-angle X-ray diffraction. As the 

results, it was shown that the crystalline domains have oriented in 
parallel to the direction of the various applied electric field, and 

the degree of orientation has become increased with increasing 
applied electric field. 

 
3. Morphological change of Poly(L-lactic acid) Films with Magnetic Irradiation 
   In this study, we have discussed that the influence of 
morphological change of PLLA films on magnetic irradiation. 

The annealing process for PLLA films was the same as in the 
electric field’s program. In the results of small angle X-ray 

(SAXS) profiles for annealed PLLA films, SAXS peak shifted to 
lower scattering wave vector: q value with increasing the 

annealing time at isothermal crystallization process. In Fig.3, the 
dependency of the annealing temperature for PLLA films at 

isothermal crystallization process in 0T. As the results, it was 
shown that the PLLA lamellar thickness have increased with 

increasing the annealing temperature, but the SAXS peak of 
annealed PLLA film at 185°C disappeared due to be smaller 

lamellar thickness with increasing the annealing temperature. 

Fig.2 WAXD(110)/(200) intensity along 

the azimuthal angle for PLLA films. 

Fig.3 SAXS Lorentz-corrected plots of 

PLLA films as a function of the annealing 

temperature at isothermal crystallization. 
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High Fidelity Entanglement Swapping at Telecommunication Wavelengths 
 

Shuichiro INOUE 
Quantum Information Group 

 
  Quantum key distribution (QKD) technology has made significant progress in the last decade and 
the key distribution distance of 200 km has been achieved using a point-to-point QKD system.  

However, further extension of the key distribution distance using such a system would be difficult, 
because the error probability scales exponentially with a fiber distance. The promising way to extend 

the key distribution distance further is to employ quantum repeaters. The preliminary step toward 
constructing the quantum repeater system is to implement a quantum relay that is a QKD using 

entanglement distributed via entanglement swapping. In this project, we have demonstrated the high 
fidelity entanglement swapping at telecommunication wavelengths. 

1. Development of polarization entangled photon-pair sources 
  In the entanglement swapping, it is important to make photons from two independent photon-pair 

sources indistinguishable. The photons must be identical in their spectral, spatial, polarization, and 
temporal modes in a Bell-state measurement. The temporal overlap was achieved by the use of 

synchronized femtosecond pump pulses (approximately 100 fs duration at 79.6 MHz repetition rate) 
and narrow bandpass filters (FWHM: 4 nm). The pulses have a center wavelength of 775 nm. Two 

spatially separated 6-mm long type-II periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) bulk crystals were 
pumped by the synchronized pulses and generated cross-polarized photon pairs at 1550 nm via a 

spontaneous parametric down conversion process. The generated photon pairs were detected by 1.28-
GHz sinusoidally gated InGaAs/InP avalanche photodiodes. The visibility of the two-photon 

interference using each photon-pair source was 87 %. The imperfect visibility was due to the multi 
photon-pair generation caused by the high pumping. 

2. Polarization entanglement swapping 
  We performed fourfold coincidence measurements to investigate the indistinguishability between 

photons from the two independent photon-pair sources. The indistinguishability was measured to be 
82 % by Hong-Ou-Mandel two-photon interference experiments (Fig.1) Then a partial Bell-state 

measurement was performed with one photon from each pair, which projected the two remaining 
photons, formerly independent onto an entangled state. The obtained fidelity of the swapped entangled 

state was 86 % (Fig. 2), high enough to infer a violation of a Bell-type inequality. Our configuration 
would be a prototype solution for use in future quantum relay and quantum repeaters over long 

distance optical fiber networks. 
 

 

 

Fig.2 Two-photon interference fringes after the 

entanglement swapping 

 

Fig.1 Hong-Ou-Mandel dip by photons from 

independent photon-pair sources 
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Electronic structure calculation of crystal interfaces, adsorbed molecules, and nanostructures 
 

Hiroshi ISHIDA 
Theory and Simulation 

 
  Recent progress in microfabrication technology has enabled the synthesis of superlattices with 
atomically controlled layer thicknesses and single molecule transistors. We aim at clarifying the 

electronic structure of these systems, including the effects of strong Coulomb correlations, by combing 
first-principles density-functional calculations and many-body techniques like dynamical mean-field 

theory. 
 

1. Coulomb blockade and Kondo effect in the Hubbard molecules 
  We considered N -site Hubbard molecules linked 

between two metal electrodes (Fig.1) and examined their 
equilibrium electronic structure at temperature T in the 

zero-bias limit by calculating the finite-temperature 
Green's function. Here, U denotes the onsite Coulomb 

repulsion energy, while 
L

t B
M

t , and 1=t �chosen as 
unit of energy) are the hopping integral between the 

molecule and metal electrodes, that between neighboring 
sites in metal electrodes, and that between neighboring 

sites in the molecule, respectively. In the calculation, two semi-infinite electrodes are approximated by 
finite-size clusters, and the Green's function of the resultant finite system is calculated by applying 

exact diagonalization. 
 As an example, we consider a 3-site chain molecule. 

Fig. 2 shows its integrated one-electron density of 
states (DOS) near the chemical potential of metal 

electrodes, μ Bfor four temperature values, when μ �

(alternatively, the gate voltage of the molecule) is 

varied. While DOS of the non-interacting molecule 
exhibits three peaks originating from three molecular 

orbitals, each of them splits into a double-peak 
structure as a result of the Coulomb blockade. 

Moreover, the quasi-Coulomb gap of the second 
molecular orbital is seen to disappear at lower 

temperatures, indicating the formation the Kondo resonance at μ below the Kondo temperature (Phys. 

Rev. B, 2012)# These results demonstrate that the present scheme is capable of describing the 

electronic structure of adsorbed molecules in the wide parameter range including the ballistic, 
Coulomb blockade, and Kondo regimes. 

 
2. First-principles embedded Green's function code including the spin-orbit coupling 
 We are currently working on implementing the spin-orbit coupling term in our first-principles 
computer code for calculatng the electronic structure of semi-infinite surfaces and interfaces based on 

density-functional theory and the embedding tehnique of Inglesfield. Our method will be able to 
calculate, for example, the electronic structre of topological insulators, especially, the spin-polarized 

metallic surface states of these materials, more accurately than standard slab calculations. 
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Ultra High Density Information Recording Materials 
on Self Assembled Nano-structured Substrates 

 
Akiyoshi ITOH, Arata TSUKAMOTO 

Information Storage Group; Supramolecules and Self-Assembly Group 

 
In recent years, much attention has been focused on nano-structured magnetic media for achieving 

ultra high density recording up to several Tbit/inch2. Combining self-assembly nano-structured 
substrates with defined magnetic properties provided by a magnetic film deposited onto the surface, 

enable a noble approach to create magnetic nanostructure arrays. We tried to prepare and utilize nano-
structured substrates such as silica thin film having self-assembled nano-pores and self-assembled 

silica particle substrate. 
 

The Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) of Pt/Cu/Fe multilayered continuous films is effective to 
obtain perpendicularly magnetized small L10-FeCuPt grains on thermally oxidized Si substrate. We 

introduced Rapid Cooling Process into RTA. With the rapid cooling process, growing of grains were 
prevented, however new shoulder peak in XRD (X-ray diffraction) profile were appeared at slightly 

lower angle of FeCuPt (002) peak and it might be correspond to the disordered structure of FeCuPt. 
From electron diffraction patterns and dark field images of single grain by TEM, mostly L10-ordered 

polycrystalline structure was observed. Therefore, we preformed additional annealing to above 
isolated FeCuPt grains by using same annealing chamber of RTA, for crystallizing those poly-crystal 

grains to form single crystalline grains.  
Annealing condition was decided as 600 degree C for 1 hour. The ordering temperature of FePt 

alloy is ~600 degree C and estimated atomic diffusion length is the order of third nearest neighbor 
distance in FePt at the annealing condition. From the comparison of the XRD profiles, the intensity of 

(001) super lattice peak which indicate the formation of L10-ordered phase is increased, and the 
shoulder peak at slightly lower angle of (002) is banished as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, FeCuPt grains and 

are expected to form single crystalline 
grains. After additional annealing, grains 

kept almost similar size. Furthermore, we 
observed crystal structure of a typical single 

grain after additional annealing by TEM. In 
most of grains, octagonal symmetric shape 

is appeared as shown in Fig. 2. From 
electron beam diffraction measurement of 

the single grain, series of {110} super 
lattice and {200} lattice spots are observed 

with fourfold-symmetry. {110} spots 
indicate the formation of L10-ordered 

structure. Thus, the grain consists of c-axis 
oriented single crystalline structure from 

complementary results of XRD covering 
macroscopic area and localized electron 

beam diffraction. 
As a result, we found that an application 

of adequate additional annealing makes 
grains into L10 single crystalline structures 

and grains kept almost similar size. 

 
Fig. 1 XRD profiles of before and after the additional annealing 

 

5 nm

{110}

{200}

Fig. 2 Bright field image of TEM and Electron diffraction pattern 
for an isolated grain after additional annealing.  
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Pursuing the Limits of Nanomaterial-based Photonic and Quantum Technologies  

 

Nobuyuki IWATA 

Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 

 

1. Induced ferromagnetic-ferroelectric multiferroic materials at room temperature 
 [ABO3/REMO3](A=Ca,La, B=Fe,Mn,  RE=La,Bi,  M=Fe,Fe0.8Mn0.2) superlattices were deposited 
on surface treated SrTiO3(100) substrates by pulsed laser deposition method; 3 types of CaFeO3(CFO)-

series, 3 types of CaMnO3(CMO)-series, 3 types of LaMnO3(LMO)-series.  In a 2�-� x-ray 
diffraction, satellite peaks and Laue oscillations were clearly observed.  Those results indicate that 

the homogenous interface is created.  From the results of reciprocal space mapping (RSM), all 
superlattices except for LMO/BiFe0.8Mn0.2O3(BFMO), cubu-on-cube structure was observed with the 

film lattice fitted to the substrate lattice in-plain.  Sheet resistance of the superlattices showed 
semiconducting behavior.  In the case of CFO-series superlattices, the resistance was too high to 

measure in our system.  Activation energy (EA) and critical temperature (TC), where the slope 
changed, are summarized in Table I.  The EA of CMO and LMO single layer was 0.076 and 0.17eV at 

higher temperature.  The EA of the superlatatice was smaller than the value of single layers, 
indicating that the electron transfer, intermixing of cation at the interface, and modification of the band 

structure.  At the TC, magnetic transition is expected. � The author did the organizer at the biggest 
joint symposium in this field (JSAP-MRS 2012 Spring Meeting).  The author was invited to the 

OMTAT international conference hold at Kochi, India with the title of Oxides heterostructures for 
giant magnetoelectric effect. 

   
Table I : Summary of activation energy (EA) and critical temperature (TC) of superlattices. 

 REMO3 LaFeO3(LFO) BiFeO3(BFO) 
BiFe0.8Mn0.2O3 

(BFMO) 

ABO3 Temp. region Lower 
Temp. 

Higher 
Temp. 

Lower 
Temp. 

Higher 
Temp. 

Lower 
Temp. 

Higher 
Temp. 

CMO 
(0.076eV) 

EA(eV)  0.082 0.050 0,034 0.030 0.013 0.19 

TC(K) 151.1 125.6 71.2 

LMO 

(0.17eV) 

EA(eV)  0.55 0.16 --- --- --- 0.12 

TC(K) 240.7 --- --- 

 

2. Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube (SWNT) 

  In order to develop a FET property using just one SWNT, substrate heater was redesigned.  

Approximately 30 of G/D ratio, which indicates the quality of SWNTs, was extremely improved to be 

over 400.  Possible reasons are as follows; carbon source is fully reactive state for introduction to 

catalysts, redox catalysts surface is obtained just before CVD deposition, and optimized CVD 

condition depending on the catalysts diameter is realized.  The value of G/D ratio was less than 50, 

50~100, and over 100 in SWNT with a diameter of 1.1 nm, 1.46 nm, and 1.65 nm, respectively.  

There was a relationship between catalysts diameter and CVD condition, in particular heater 

temperature, gas pressure, and flow rate of carbon source.  In addition, we found that the chirality 

was controllable by free electron laser (FEL) irradiation after start of CVD deposition.  
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Preparation of Metallic Clusters in Solution and Applications to Catalysis 
 

Ken JUDAI 
Nanomaterials and Nanodevices 

 
Metallic clusters, which are defined as aggregation compounds of several or hundreds atoms, have 

been usually produced in the gas phase. The number of atoms is critical function to describe the 

properties of clusters, and the difference of only single atom can cause remarkably changing for 
reactivity and stability of the clusters. This indicates that the atomically precise control of cluster size 

becomes important for the material applications. In this work, gold clusters, the most stable metal 
element for air-oxidation, were prepared in solution phase, and were size-separated. The 

electrochemical measurement was also attempted to the gold clusters for catalytic application.  
 

1. Preparation of gold clusters in solution and size separation 
The problem on the cluster production with a vacuum chamber in the gas phase is extremely low 

yield. Thus, metallic clusters with ligand molecules were prepared in solution and were size-separated 
by chemical technique. In detail, tetrachloroauric(III) acid under the presence of phenyl ethane thiol 

was reacted with reducing agent. The gold clusters protected by thiol were obtained. The size 
exclusion chromatograms are shown for sampling at the periods of 1, 3, 7, 24 hours after the addition 

of borane reducing agent. 
Although the chromate-

gram at 1 hour has many 
peaks to be regarded as 

reaction intermediates, the 
other chromatograms 

indicate the termination of 
chemical reactions. It 

should be noted that the 
peak at 50 min retention 

time has been changing 
during 24 hours. The 

cluster size might change 
in this time scale.  

 
2. Electrochemical measurement for catalysis application 

The most stable gold clusters can be isolated by producing condition and careful choice of 
extraction solvent. The gold cluster was reduced 

by sodium borohydride and was extracted with 
acetonitrile. The gold cluster protected by 

phenyl ethane thiol, Au25(SR)18, was obtained. 
The resulted cluster was casted on the surface of 

glassy carbon electrode. The cyclic voltammetry 
measurement has been done in sulfuric acid 

solution. The different potentials to gold bulk 
surface were observed. The catalytic activity 

will be examined by this technique for clusters 
on the surface.  
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Actin Cytoskelton Dynamics Control Adipocyte Differentiation Via Regulation of MKL1 

 

Koichiro KANO 

Medical Group 

 

   The hallmark of adipogenesis process is the dramatic alteration in actin cytoskelton as the structure 

of filamentous actin is converted from stress fibers to cortical actin. Here, we report that actin 

cytoskelton dynamics act as a trigger of adipocyte differentiation. Actin cytoskelton remodeling was 

immediately caused via the down-regulation of RhoA/ROCK signaling, which is a prominent 

regulator of cytoskeletal dynamics, and this actin remodeling was required for a master regulator 

PPAR� expression and adipocyte differentiation. Also it was found that the cellular G-actin levels 

were rapidly elevated depending on adipocyte differentiation, and increasing G-actin caused 

adipogenesis by preventing nuclear translocation of MKL1, which is a transcriptional co-activator. 

Moreover, we revealed that MKL1 expression was reduced during adipogenesis, and further only 

knockdown of MKL1 could trigger adipocyte differentiation. Besides, PPAR� was closely involved in 

the down-regulation of MKL1 in a positive feedback manner. Our findings provide new insights to the 

regulatory mechanism of adipocyte differentiation that actin cytoskelton dynamics control adipocyte 

differentiation via regulation of MKL1, and that MKL1 is a novel repressive regulator of adipocyte 

differentiation. 
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Anti-tumor Effect of Inhibition LIT1 Gene Transcription by using as New Therapeutic Agent 

 

Tsugumichi KOSHINAGA 

Medical Group(Pediatric Surgery, School of Medicine) 

 

Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome (BWS) is a human 

imprinting disorder with a variable phenotype. The major 

features are omphalocele, pre- and postnatal overgrowth, 

and macroglossia. BWS predisposes patients to embryonal 

tumor (Wilm’s tumor, Hepatoblastomoa) in 5~10% degrees 

of patients.BWS is associated with epigenetic alterations in 

two imprinting control region, KvDMR and H19DMR, on 

chromosome 11p15.5. The absence of methylation in 

KvDMR is called loss of imprinting(LOI) and leads to 

overexpression of LIT1 gene. This gene down-regulates circumjacent genes including p57KIP2, tumor 

suppressor gene. We investigate the association between overexpression of LIT1 gene and 

tumorigenesis in BWS. LOI in KvDMR reported to happen in several adult tumors. 

 On the other hands, PYRROLE-IMIDAZOLE POLYAMIDE(PIP) polyamide can recognize a 

specific DNA sequence and bind the minor groove of double strand DNA. If PI polyamide is designed 

against a sequence of the target transcription factor binding site, it might artificially down-regulate the 

expression of a target gene. We generated PIP binding to 

promoter region of LIT1 gene to investigate anti-tumor 

effect.   

We co-cultured PIP(h-CCAAT1;PI-1, h-CCAAT3;PI-3) 

with human BWS fibroblast cell line(BWS6,9). In the same 

manner, we administered PI-1,PI-3 to Hepatoblastoma cell 

line(HuH6 clone5, HepG2), and Wilm’s tumor cell 

line(G401). These tumor cell lines showed de-methylation 

status in LIT1 promotor region, they may happen LOI in KvDMR. 

After 72hours co-cultured, BWS6,9 significantly showed the down-regulation of LIT1 expression 

(p<0.05), compared with untreated cell analyzed by real-time RT-PCR. And, G401 significantly 

showed difference the number of alive cells by using WST-8 procedure after 120 hours co-cultured. 

G401 also showed the down-regulation of LIT1 expression(p<0.05) compared with untreated cell. 

  These data suggest that PIP which suppresses LIT1 expression 

have anti-tumor effect to tumor with LOI in KvDMR.� This PIP 

may have possibility to be new therapeutic agents. Now, we 

investigate anti-tumor effect of this PIP using G401 xenograft 

model mice in vivo. If PIP contracts tumor size in vivo, this PIP 

thought to contribute to development of drug discovery. 
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Experimental Studies for Quantum Memory using Neutral Atoms 
 

Takeshi KUWAMOTO 
Quantum Information Group 

 
  As a next-generation information, communication and computer technology, quantum information 
processing is hoped very much. In order to construct scalable quantum processing system, quantum 

memory is indispensable. Our aim in this project is establishing the basic technique for materializing 
the quantum memory. We especially intend to store the quantum entangled states in neutral atoms. 

 
1. Study for storage of orthogonally entangled photon pairs 
  Last year, we improved the generation system of orthogonally polarized photon pairs, which are 
light source when creating the polarized quantum entangled states in the future. In this year, we 

pushed forward to store the photon pairs into rubidium (Rb) atoms enclosed in a glass cell. 
  We utilize the electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) to store the photon pairs in atoms. 

The photon pairs, which are generated with nonlinear optical crystal, typically have several-hundred-
GHz frequency expansion. To store the photon pairs, this wide frequency expansion must be 

extremely narrowed, because the effective bandwidth of EIT is several MHz. We used two etalons 
with different free spectral range for frequency-

narrowing the photon pairs. The expected bandwidth 
of photon pairs passed thorough them was about 300 

MHz. 
  To verify the bandwidth of photons passed through 

two etalons, we observed the absorption of photons 
by Rb vapor at various temperatures. FWHM of 

absorption spectrum of Rb atoms is typically about 
500 MHz. Figure 1 shows the absorption rate of the 

photon pairs as a function of Rb vapor temperature. 
At vapor temperature of 95�, 97% of photons was 

absorbed into Rb vapor. This means that the photon 
pairs with several-GHz bandwidth could be 

frequency-narrowed by two etalons until 500 MHz level. 
  We now perform experiments that observe the orthogonally polarized photon pairs passing through 

the Rb vapor by EIT effects. Since the transmitted photon pairs have only few-MHz frequency width, 
they are suitable quantum correlated photon source for storage in Rb atoms. In future, we will perform 

two-photon interference measurements of EIT-transmitted photons, storage of orthogonally polarized 
photons in Rb atoms, generation of orthogonally quantum entangled states with orthogonally polarized 

photon pairs, and storage of quantum entangled states in atoms. 
 

2. Improvements of coherent light storage system 
  We improved the coherent-light-storage experimental 

system for increasing the storage efficiency of laser light 
in Rb vapor. Last year, we achieved the storage 

efficiency of 60% at storage time of 5μs. As a result of 
various improvements such as optimization of laser 

power, its frequency, and Rb cell temperature, the 
storage efficiency of laser light was increased to 85% at 

storage time of 5μs (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 1 Absorption rate of frequency-narrowed 
orthogonally polarized photon pairs by Rb vapor as 
a function of the temperature of vapor. 
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Fig. 2 Storage of laser light resonant with Rb 
atom.
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Construction of the Escherichia Coli Expression System of the Cell Membrane Permeable iPSCs 

Induced Factors That Strengthened Proteolysis Resistance 

 

Yoshikazu MASUHIRO 

Medical Group (Department of Applied Biological Sciences, College of Bioresource Sciences) 

 

   It is required that the induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) to use for regenerative medicine are 

safe hereditarily. As for the current iPSCs derivative method, the virus method is mainstream, but gene 

variation is concerned about by this method. Therefore, the derivative method using protein and the 

reagent is expected in future. The derivative method with the cell membrane permeable proteins have 

been already reported by two groups, but induced efficiency is extremely bad, and there are many 

problems (operation and preparations are great). For this reason, it is thought that cell-permeable 

proteins are degraded in a cell early. Therefore, in this study, we work on development of iPSCs 

induced factor (Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, Glis1) having resistance in the proteolysis in the cell. We try in 

particular application (it fuses as a tag) of proteolysis-resistant motif Stabilon which we developed 

originally in our laboratory. From a past study, because the Stabilon was effective about Sox2 and 

Glis1, we made Stabilon fusion and a non-fusion for these proteins. From the quantity of the 

expression and simplicity of purification, we decided that these proteins expressed in Escherichia coli 

as an inclusion body. We performed cloning of these factors in pET28a expression plasmid and 

produced it in BL21(DE3). Oct4; 3mg, Sox2; 3mg, Sox2-Stabilon; 3 mg, Klf4; 4.5mg, Glis1; 1.2mg 

and Glis1-Stabilon; 1.2 mg expressed in BL21(DE3) per 1 liter LB culture media. In addition, we 

purified these proteins under guanidine hydrochloric acid and urea (denature condition) from an 

inclusion body, and performed refolding by the dialysis. These denature proteins refolded about Oct4; 

30%, Sox2; 10%, Sox2-Stabilon; 30%, Klf4; 5%, Glis1; 0% and Glis1-Stabilon; 5%. In addition, we 

were able to confirm the DNA binding capacity by Gel shift assay about Sox2, Sox2-Stabilon. We 

examine these transcription activity and we introduce it into mouse MEF cell and examine the induced 

efficiency of iPSCs in future. 
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Pharmacokinetic/Pharmacodynamic Analysis of Tumor-localizing Photosensitizing Compounds 
 

Takahiko AOYAMA, Yoshiaki MATSUMOTO  
Medical Group(College of Pharmacy) 

 
  To describe the relationships between effects following photodynamic therapy, light dose, and 
plasma compound concentration, we investigate the pharmacokinetics of novel compound CT101019a 

(Fig. 1). 
 

1. Pharmacokinetics of CT101019a 
  To characterize the pharmacokinetics of CT101019a after intravenous administration at various 

doses in rats, dose linearity of CT101019a was observed. The plasma concentration-time profiles were 
analyzed by a non-compartmental method. The analysis of dose linearity was performed for AUC 

using the power model. CT101019a showed nonlinear pharmacokinetics in rats. 
 

2. Development of Pharmacokinetic model predicting human pharmacokinetics for Talaporfin 
  We develop the pharmacokinetic model of talaporfin (Fig. 2) predicting human pharmacokinetics 

using rat, mice and human data. The pharmacokinetic differences among species were modeled by 
allometric scaling method. The prediction of rat and human pharmacokinetics had a bias (Fig. 3). 

Accordingly, we optimize the model incorporating the physiological parameters such as rate of bile 
excretion, hepatic blood flow and plasma volume. 
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Fig. 1. Chemical structure of CT101019a. Fig. 2 Chemical structure of talaporfin. 

Fig. 3. Goodness-of-fit plots for pharmacokinetic model of talaporfin. 
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Self-assembly and Self-organization from the viewpoint of Device-fabrication Methods 
 

Sachiko MATSUSHITA 
Supramolecular and Self-Assembly; Energy Technology 

 
  Two subjects related with self-assembly and self-organization were studied with perspective of the 
developments of unexplored scientific fields and new technology:  1) Dye-sensitized photonic crystal 

electrodes, and 2) Fabrication of optical devices via self-assembly.   
 

1. Dye-sensitized photonic crystal electrodes 
  There are few reports on photoelectric conversion efficiency using naturally-occurring dyes for dye-

sensitized solar cells (DSSC). This is because the matching with an excited electronic level of 
naturally-occurring dye to the conduction band of semiconductor is problematic; the excited electrons 

are easily relaxed to the steady state with fluorescence or heat emission. We examined the 
fluorescence inhibition effect of a self-assembled photonic crystal using Chlorine e6 dye. Chlorine e6 

is derived from chlorophyll and has a long excited electron lifetime.  
We prepared TiO2 inverse opals with various particle sizes by liquid phase deposition (LPD) and 

described their effect on DSSCs with regard to structural, optical and electrochemical properties. In 
addition, we explored the implications of fluorescence lifetime measurements relative to the photonic 

band diagram and the amount of adsorbed dye. After these precise experiments, it is possible that the 
photonic band influenced the internal quantum efficiency per one dye molecule. 

A detailed verification of this assumption cannot be performed for a self-assembled photonic crystal 
with many defects. Such verification would require a dye sensitizing electrode with a full/complete 

photonic bandgap. To prepare such electrochemical photonic crystal, we also performed the 
calculation [1] and fabrication of a photonic crystal structure of (001) rutile TiO2 substrate by deep 

reactive ion etching (RIE) using SF6 plasma [2]. The IR spectrum of this fabricated photonic structure 
was compared with the photonic band diagram. 

 
2. Noble Planar and Symmetric Nanostructures in Prospective Plasmonic Devices 

Noble planar and symmetric nanostructures, such as rod or spiny structures, were prepared by the 
combination of colloidal self-assembly, thermal sintering and chemical etching, which enables the 

tuning of both size of the particle and neck diameter. As a result, we could fabricate nanostructures on 
that six nanorods and tips are arrayed in a planar arrangement on a spherical particle. Localized 

surface plasmon resonance was observed from each structure [3]. To evaluate the sensing ability of 
structures, SERS was measured. The rod structure showed the biggest SERS effect among our 

structures in spite of the smallest amount of Au coating. 
 

[1] S. Matsushita, O. Suavet, H. Hashiba, Electrochim. Acta, 55 (2010) 2398-2403. 
[2] A. Matsutani, M. Hayashi, Y. Morii, K. Nishioka, T. Isobe, A. Nakajima, S. Matsushita , Jpn. J. 

Appl. Physics, 51 (2012) 098002. 
[3] T. Miyamoto, S. Saito, T. Isobe, A. Nakajima, S. Matsushita, Chem. Commun., 48 (2012) 1668. 
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Applied Chemical Biology: Strategy to Cure Cancer Patients 
 

Takayoshi WATANABE, Hiroki NAGASE 
Medical Group (Chiba Cancer Center Institute) 

 
  Exploiting an enormous amount of potentials of organic chemistry, we have conducted chemical 
biological approaches to cure cancer patients. Following two distinct but important approaches have 

been studied for the last four years and found promising preliminary results. The first one is DNA 
binding molecule of PI polyamide for cancer therapy and the second is a novel chemosensitizing 

radiation therapy. 
 

1. PI polyamides targeting cancer related genes for anti-cancer therapy 
  Pyrrole-Imidazole (PI) polyamide molecule was originally designed from structures of natural DNA 

binding molecule, such as Distamicine and Diocarbamicine and has been discovered as a synthetic 
molecule which recognizes the minor groove of Watson-Click base pairs of double-stranded DNA in a 

sequence-dependent manner. We have developed a semi-automatic synthesis system for PI polyamide, 
which are able to regulate specific target gene-expression under specific transcription factor binding 

inhibition for biological functional studies and perhaps patient therapy. PI polyamide immediately 
penetrated the nucleus in vitro and in vivo without any vehicle. After intra venous injection it rapidly 

reduce the serum concentration, delivered to most of tissue cells, excreted to urine or bile juice and did 
not metabolize in animals. The PI polyamides, designed for anti-Tgfb1 and anti-MMP9 activity, were 

well tolerated, reduced target gene expression and showed therapeutic effects in animal models of 
human diseases. For instance, after I.V. administration of anti-MMP9 polyamides, tumor metastasis 

was significantly suppressed in the mouse model of human liver metastasis of colon cancer. This new 
auto-synthetic chemicals can be designed for many transcriptional regulation of transcripts and applied 

to prove many biological hypothesis of transcriptional regulation for cancer research, and may be used 
for cancer therapy in the future.  

 
2. A novel chemosensitizing radiation therapy by using synthetic porphyrin derivatives  
 Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a medical treatment that uses a photosensitizing chemical and a light 
source (long wave length light can reach around 1cm depth of human tissues) to activate the applied 

chemical. The result is an activated oxygen molecule that can destroy nearby cells. Precancerous cells 
and certain types of cancer cells can be treated by PDT. Cancer cells uptake more of the porphyrin 

derivatives and retain the chemicals in a long duration. Thus, the PDT can introduce a cancer cell 
specific therapy. We invented the radiation-sensitizing chemical of the porphyrin derivatives, which 

can be used for PDT and may also induce photon activation therapy (PAT), provoking the emission of 
Auger electrons after inducing a photoelectric effect. X-ray radiation allows for the treatment of 

cancers that are deep inside the human body. We observed an induced cancer cell death after 
irradiation following administration of the porphyrin derivative. This study orchestrated harmony of 

works among medical school, school of pharmacy and college of science and technology. 
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Research for High Density and High Speed Magnetic Recording 
- Thermally Assisted Magnetic Recording Applying Near Field Optical Light - 

 
Katsuji NAKAGAWA 

Information (Storage) Group 

 
  It is a challenging issue to write magnetic domains on a stable magnetic recording layer for the 

future high density magnetic recording technology, because the stable magnetic recording layer for 
high density recording is extremely sustainable not only against thermal agitation but also against 

recording magnetic field. We study thermally assisted magnetic recording that can enable to write 
nano-meter size magnetic domains on stable magnetic film by the technique that applies the confined 

laser light by a near field optical method. The research has been collaborated with Assistant Prof. 
Ashizawa. The structure of surface plasmon antennas is designed by optical and thermal simulation 

collaborated with Associate Prof. Ohnuki. Magnetic films and fabrication e-beam lithography 
processes for surface plasmon antenna are also prepared. We have also started femto-second laser 

pulse recording collaborated with Associate Prof. A. Tsukamoto and Prof. A. Itoh. 
 

1. Thermally assisted magnetic record applying femto-
second laser with surface plasmon antenna 
To study thermally assisted magnetic recording focusing 
on surface plasmon effect as well as thermal diffusion 

effect, a 90-femto-second laser pulse impinged upon 
surface plasmon antennas on Co55Pt30Cr15–SiO2 granular 

film. It is important to use a femto-second laser pulse to 
analyze those effects, because the effects can be degraded 

by the thermal diffusion during the laser pulse duration if a 
longer laser pulse is applied. A SiN dielectric inter-layer 

was fabricated to keep an accurate distance between the 
antennas and the granular film. Written magnetic domains 

caused by surface plasmon effect were clearly observed by 
a magnetic force microscope. The minimum domain 

corresponded to 166 nm × 120 nm in size even though the 
laser spot diameter was about 50 μm. The surface plasmon 

effect was evaluated by the Finite-Difference Time-
Domain method, and the thermal diffusion effect was also 

calculated to study thermally assisted magnetic recording. 
 

2. Combination of dielectric waveguide and surface 
plasmon polariton 
  It is very important how to locate surface plasmon 
antennas in magnetic head for thermally assisted magnetic 

recording. We studied the dependence on energy transfer 
efficiency to get high efficiency. One of the methods that 

surface plasmon antennas are placed along with a 
waveguide was investigated by simulation. It is revealed 

that a confined circularly polarized light can be created by 
this method. 

 

FFig. 1 The surface morphology (a) and the 
magnetic domains (b) after a 90 fs laser pulse 
train was exposed over the entire surface of 
the Co55Pt30Cr15 – SiO2 granular film. The 
applied Au plasmon antennas were 35 nm in 
thickness, and their width and length were 
nearly 100 nm and 1 µm, respectively. 

(a) 

5 µm 

Applied electric field 

direction of light 

Au antennas 

5 µm 

(b) 
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Development of Photonic to Chemical Energies Transformation Systems 
 

Nobuyuki NISHIMIYA 
Energy Technology 

 
  Several processes that transform photonic energy to chemical energies such as hydrogen energy 
have been studied through separation and recovery of hydrogen by means of hydrogen occluding 

alloys from low purity hydrogen produced by microorganisms on photosynthetic reactions and from 
hydrogen mixtures produced by hydrogen fermentation as well as through designing and preparation 

of hydrogen occluding composites imparted with photocatalytic activities.  Specification of the active 
entities of hydrogen fermentation of practically employable microorganism mixtures established at the 

Tanisho Laboratory of Yokohama National University and enhancement of hydrogen storage by nano-
sized layer compounds composed of boron, carbon and/or nitrogen have been concentrated. 

 
1. Specification of microorganisms of hydrogen fermentation 
  Hydrogen fermentation by the well-selected microorganism mixture established at the Tanisho 
Laboratory of Yokohama National University was permitted to evolve 1 L STP of hydrogen an hour, 

and the entity of the hydrogen fermentation was analyzed to specify the identification of the 
microorganisms.  Conventional procedures are apt to fail to specify the very active entities due to the 

possibly poor growth rate of the essential microorganisms.  An improved procedure was thus 
employed comprising abstract of DNA from the well-selected microorganism mixture, enhancement 

of 16S rDNA by PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction), separation of the specified 16S rDNA by DGGE 

(Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis) and reading the arrangement of DNA bases.  Several 

microorganism species have been identified based upon DDBJ (Japanese database on DNA).  

 

2. Separation and recovery of bio-hydrogen by magnesium-based alloys�
Additional use of soft sol-gel encapsulated Mg-10%Ni/NbF5 composite was attempted and 

hydrogen recovery from Spirulina vial was performed by much less amount of the hydrogen occlusion 

material.  While the amount of the material was reduced by half, the encapsulation was not complete 

as detected by a detectable reaction of Mg with water.  Completion of the encapsulation and further 

reduction of the weight are to be attained.  

 

3. Hydrogen storage by graphene-
derived carbon nano-balls�

Carbon nano-balls were prepared by 

separation of graphene sheets from 

graphite as proposed by Hummers, 

agglomeration of oxidized graphene 

sheets around metallic cores and 

reduction of ball-like agglomerates 

under hydrogen.  Larger amounts of 

hydrogen were adsorbed on surfaces 

inside the mesopores of the nano-balls 

than those on even graphitic surfaces.��

�

4. Hydrogen storage by nano-sized layer compounds composed of boron, carbon and/or nitrogen 
Among the B-C-N phases that do not contain substantial amounts of rare metals, BN and C3N4 (CN 

in Figure 1) were found promising as positively deviated from the theoretical line in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1 Coordinate systems of the nanoplate.
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Figure 2 Time response of the current density.

Nano-Electromagnetic Simulation and Its Applications to Plasmonic Devices 
 

Shinichiro OHNUKI 
Quantum Theory and Computation Group 

 
  This work aims at developing fast and reliable electromagnetic simulation methods for studying 

interaction between light and nanoscale objects. We apply our computational methods to designing 
nanoscale devices through the collaboration with researchers of the N. research project. 
 
1. Design of Plasmonic Antennas with Particulate Media for All Optical Magnetic Recording 

We have designed plasmonic antennas to generate the localized circularly polarized light inside the 

bit-patterned media for realizing ultra-high density magnetic recording. Using the ADE-FDTD method, 

the generation time and intensity of the localized circularly polarized light are clarified in terms of the 

combination of antennas. 

2. Time Domain Responses of Electromagnetic Fields by Integral Equation Methods 

  We have developed novel fast and accurate solvers based on integral equation methods with fast 
inverse Laplace transform for time domain electromagnetic problems. The advantages of our proposed 
method are (1) the computational error is easy to be controlled, (2) there is the no restriction of 
selecting time step size, and (3) an arbitrary observation time can be selected. Using our proposed 
method, we analyze time domain responses of electromagnetic fields near nanoscale antennas and 
dipole moments of molecular motors. 
 

3. Multiphysics Simulation of a Nanoplate in Laser Fields 

A nanoplate in laser fields has been analyzed by the coupled Maxwell-Schrödinger scheme which 

is based upon the FDTD method. We have investigated the current densities and electromagnetic 

fields near the nanoplate in terms of tunneling effects due to well structures. Advantages of our 

proposed method are clarified in comparison with conventional classical solvers. 

 

4. Modeling of Plasmonic Waveguides for a High Sensitivity Optical Sensor 

We have proposed an optical sensor which consists of a metal stripe and nano wire inside an 

optical fiber. Using the proposed device, electromagnetic energy is concentrated around the metal 

stripe and the energy can be efficiently absorbed into the nano wire. We verity that the 

electromagnetic energy inside the nano wire becomes three times larger than that for the case without 

the plasmonic waveguide. 

 

5. High-Precision Analysis of Electromagnetic Scattering Problems 

To obtain reference solutions for electromagnetic canonical problems, we have developed a mode 

matching method. The method has been proposed for a dielectric sphere with a metal shell as an 

example of 3D canonical geometries. Scattered electromagnetic fields are analyzed and computational 

error is confirmed. 
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Self-Assembled Supramolecules and Their Applications to Energy, Medical, and Information 
Technologies 

 
Joe OTSUKI 

Supramolecular and Self-Assembly Group; Energy Technology Group 

 
  Self-assembly of appropriately designed molecules will afford a bottom-up method for producing 

nanostructures. This work aims at developing new molecular self-assembling systems, revealing self-
assembled structures and dynamic behaviors at the molecular level, and searching for applications of 

self-assembly to energy, medical, and information technologies through the collaboration with 
researchers of the N. research project. 

 
1. Self-Assembly of Molecules and Quantum Dots 
  The low-density solar radiation is efficiently collected by light-
harvesting antenna made of self-assembled chlorophyll molecules, 

where highly-efficient excited energy transfer processes take place. 
Such structures, if we could construct by design, would be used in 

artificial photosynthetic systems and organic photovoltaics. We 
have found that pyridine-appended chlorophyll molecules form 

double helical structures, which was revealed by the single crystal 
X-ray crystallography, reminiscent of the double helices of DNA 

(Figure 1). While an oxazole-appended chlorophyll derivative 
leads to a stair-case type architecture. These works constitute a 

step toward constructing artificial antenna systems based on 
molecular assemblies. 

  In the field of molecular assembly, we revealed the arrangement 
and behaviors of a double-decker type porphyrin complex on a 

substrate surface at the molecular scale [J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 
2012, 12, 159]. 

  We are also working on the preparation of quantum dots, 
entrapment of the quantum dots in silica coatings, and fabrication 

of ordered assemblies of the silica-coated quantum dots. The series 
of techniques will be used in devices for quantum cryptography. 

Coating with silica without deteriorating the high quantum yield of 
emission of quantum dots is the bottleneck at present, which is the 

main focus of our ongoing work. 
 

2. New Dyes for Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells 
  We have prepared new dyes based on donor-substituted perylene 

dicarboxylic derivatives, in which the donors, the side arms, and 
the adsorption sites to the TiO2 electrode were varied. No new dyes, 

however, exceeded previously reported our record of 3.1%. Some 
new ruthenium-based complexes were also prepared and their 

structures and properties were revealed.  
  In relation to photovoltaics, we studied some aspects of graphene oxide, which is a promising 

substitute for widely used ITO electrode. We successfully prepared reduced graphene oxide thin films 
with good electrical properties under heat treatment with temperature lower than reported [Appl. Surf. 

Sci. 2012, 259, 460; Appl. Nanosci. 2012, DOI 10.1007/s13204-012-0144-2]. 

 
Figure 1. Double helix 
formed by a chlorophyll 
derivative. 
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Comparison of the structure of conjugate Fermi holes in He-like systems and artificial atoms 
 

Tokuei SAKO 
Quantum Theory and Computation group 

 
    Controlling electronic properties of nanomaterials requires our deep understanding in the 

behavior of electrons confined in nano-scale objects. Through the continuing research of this N. 

project we have found last year the existence of the so-called conjugate Fermi hole in the wave 
function of two electrons with antiparallel spins. This year we have focused on artificial atoms or 

quantum dots and have examined in detail the structure of conjugate Fermi holes in the systems. As a 
consequence of the analysis, the origin of the first Hund rule in artificial atoms has been rationalized, 

and the difference in the mechanism operating in artificial atoms and in the corresponding He-like 
systems has been clarified. 

 
Empirically derived Hund's rules of the pre-

quantum-mechanics era predict the ordering of the 
energy levels possessing different spin and orbital 

angular momentum quantum numbers. They have proved 
to be almost universally valid for atoms, molecules, and 

quantum dots. Yet, despite of a long standing debate the 
search for their origin persists, primarily due to the lack 

of the precise knowledge of the electronic structure in 
different spin states. We explore the origin of the first 

Hund rule for a two-dimensional model of He-like 
systems and that of two-electron quantum dots. They 

represent ideal systems providing a direct fundamental 
insight into the structure of the internal part of the fully-

correlated wave functions, allowing an unambiguous 
argument. An examination of their probability density 

distributions reveals indeed the existence of a region in 
the internal space which we refer to as a conjugate Fermi 

hole. In this region the singlet wave function has a 
smaller probability density than the corresponding triplet 

one, in contrast to the genuine Fermi hole where the 
triplet has a smaller density than the singlet. Due to the 

presence of this conjugate Fermi hole the singlet 
probability density has to migrate far away from the 

center of the one-electron potential. This rationalizes the 
well-known broader electron density distribution of the 

singlet state relative to the corresponding triplet. This 
key observation explains the singlet-triplet energy gap. 

 
   The results of this study has been published as an regular article in Journal of Physics B, which has 

been selected as an IOP Select paper for its “significant breakthrough and high impact” [1]. Moreover, 
this content of this paper will be covered by Europhysics News of its January issue in 2013 [2]. 

 
[1] T. Sako et al., J. Phys. B, 2012, 45, 235001(13 pages). 

[2] T. Sako et al., Europhysics News, to appear in January issue (2013). 

 

Structure of the genuine and conjugate Fermi 

holes in the internal space for the (1s)(2p) 

singlet-triplet pair of states of He-like systems: 

(a) – (c) correspond to the nuclear charge Zn of 

20, 5, and 2, respectively. (a’) – (c’) represent 

the electron repulsion potential for the 

corresponding Zn. 
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Synthesis of Nano-rod Devices with Wide Band Gap Semiconductor Effect 
 

Kaoru SUZUKI 
Nanomaterials and Nanodevices Group 

 

  My research aims at fabrication of nano-materials and nano-devices for high functional applications 
such as nano-tube sensor, nano-rod transistor and wide band gap semiconductor nano-film for water-

splitting by using fundamental techniques of nano-process and fabrication of nano-materials.  Using 
the achievement of the investigation, progress of energy conversion system, information technology 

and biotechnology can be expected. 
 
1.�� Metal encapsulated carbon nanotube for magnetic force microscope probes 
  We have synthesized directly ferromagnetic metal (Ni) and composition metal encapsulated carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) for probe of magnetic force microscope or spin device on a mesh grid for viewing 
transmission electron microscope (TEM) by pyrolysis of ethanol solution. These metals inside CNTs 

identified Ni and SUS with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrum analysis.  The diameter and 
length of the metal core is in the range of 10 – 80 nm and 100 – 800 nm with varying heating period 

and temperature, respectively. The walls consist of cylindrical graphene sheets with 3 -50 layer.  
 
2.� Creation of carbon nano-tube/fiber and diamond-like carbon circuit 
  We have synthesized phosphorus doped n-type carbon nano-tube/fiber by Joule heating on 

ethanol/Si surface, and diamond-like carbon films by ion beam plating method. Type of p-n junction 
diode and wiring were created by focused Ga+ ion beam injection. 
 
3.  Synthesize of photocatalytic SrxLa1-xTiO3 film for hydrogen generation on polymer films 
with visible area in solar light excitation by laser induced forward transfer method 
  La doped TiO2 have attracted great interest for photocatalytic properties, which can be used visible 

area in solar light although only TiO2 limiting with ultra violet area. We have successfully crystallized 
perovskite structure films which were La doped TiO2 thin film of La2Ti2O7, Sr doped TiO2 thin film 

of SrTiO3 and both impurity doped thin film of SrxLa1-xTiO3 (x=0.1~0.9). Now, we try to deposit of 
TiO2 on polymer films by laser induced forward transfer method. 

 
4.�� Synthesis of ZnO nano-films for light emitting device by infrared light excited pulsed laser 
deposition method 
  We have synthesis nitrogen doped p-type ZnO nano-films by infrared light excited pulsed laser 

deposition method.  High quality crystalline of p-type ZnO nano-films were improved by pulsed 
YAG laser annealing below 532 nm of laser wavelength. 

 
5.�� Bio-electronics 
  We have studied the sterilization of periodontal bacterium by atmosphere pressure low frequency jet 
plasma; fresh plasma, and splintering/regeneration of enchytraeus japonensis by irradiation of free 

electron laser. 
 
6.�� Green technology 
  We have studied the evolution of controlled nano/micro bubble by laser/focused ion beam 

fabricated nozzle on piezoelectric vibrator for defecation of water. 
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The Development of Newly Molecular Targeting Drug  
for Prostate Cancer by using PI Polyamide 

 
Daisuke OBINATA, Satoru TAKAHASHI 

 Medical Group (Department of Urology, School of Medicine) 

 
  Under the close collaboration with Noboru Fukuda, Masayoshi Soma, and Kyoko Fujiwara, we 

have been developing new molecular targeting drug by PI polyamide for cancer therapy.  

  A recurrent fusion of TMPRSS2 with E26 transformation-specific (ETS) family genes were found 

in about 80% of prostate cancer tissues. ETS genes are transcription regulators, and altered expression 

or properties of them affect the control of transcriptional processes. Those alterations also could cause 

development and progression of cancer. Since TMPRSS2, 5’-fusion partner, was upregulated by 

androgen, AR has been supposed to be important to regulate the fusion genes in the prostate cancer. 

Aberrant overexpression of ERG induced by TMPRSS2-ERG fusion is likely to be involved in 

prostate cancer development. Moreover, recent studies have shown that ligand-dependent binding of 

AR to intronic binding sites near the specific tumor translocation breakpoints (TGT/AGGGA/T) 

caused facilitating DNA double-stranded break (DSB) generation.  

  Pyrrole–imidazole (PI) polyamides are small synthetic molecules that recognize and attach to the 

minor groove of DNA, followed by inhibition DNA–protein interaction with high affinity and 

sequence specificity. Synthetic PI polyamides recognize and attach to the minor groove of DNA with 

high affinity and specificity.  

  Here, we examined the effects of a PI polyamide targeting TMPRSS2-ERG translocation 

breakpoints (Fusion Polyamide) on prostate cancer. First, to determinate the binding affinity and 

specificity of polyamide to target DNA, gel mobility shift assays were performed. The fusion 

polyamide showed selective DNA binding ability. Human prostate cancer cell line treated with Fusion 

Polyamide was compared with those with Negative control polyamide. Treatment of Fusion 

Polyamides showed significant decreased both DHT induced TMPRSS2-ERG and endogeneous ERG 

expression, as well as cell growth and migration. These results demonstrate that PI polyamide 

targeting these breakpoints sequences may be a new therapeutic intervention in prostate cancer. 

  We are now trying to the animal experiment using a nude mouse for elucidating anti-tumor efficacy 

in vivo.� �
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Mechanism of Superconductivity in Layered Fe-based Superconductors and Search of 
New Superconducting Compounds 

 

Yoshiki TAKANO 
Nanomaterials and Nanodevices Group 

 
  Since LaFeAsO1-xFx was discovered to be a superconductor in 2008, many iron-based 

superconductors have been found. Among them, SrFeAsF is called 1111-superconductor and its crystal 
structure is as same as that of LaFeAsO. When a part of Sr site is substituted by rare earth ions, the 

superconductivity occurs. In 2010, RFeAsO1-y (R=La, Nd) are also reported to be a superconductor. 
Then, we have prepared Sr1-xRxFeAsF1-y (R = La, Nd, Sm) and investigated their superconducting 

properties. Furthermore, we have investigated the possibility of Sr1-xNdxFeAsF for the superconducting 
wire rod. On the other hand, LiFeAs is called 111-superconductor and is a superconductor with Tc of 

18 K itself, which is different from other superconductors. Then, we have tried to prepare LiFe1-xCoxAs 
and Li1-xYxFeAs and investigated their electrical properties.  

 
1. Superconducting Properties of Sr1-xRxFeAsF1-y (R=La, Nd, 
Sm) 

The temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity in the 

normal region is analyzed by a power law such as r (T)=r 0+ATn, 
where r 0 is the resistivity just above Tc. Figure 1 shows the 

relation between n and y of Sr1-xRxFeAsF1-y ; x = 0.4 for R = La 
and x = 0.5 for R = Nd and Sm. As F deficiency y increases, n 

increases. This result is different from the previous study. 
Figure 2 shows the relation between n and Tc of Sr1-xRxFeAsF1-y. 

As n increases, Tc decreases. Similar tendency is observed in 
other iron-based superconductors. It is independent of R ions. 

While the superconductivity is observed up to y = 0.15 for Sr1-

xLaxFeAsF1-y (low Tc compound), the superconductivity 

disappears at y = 0.05 for Sr1-xRxFeAsF1-y (R = Nd, Sm) (high Tc 

compound). n increases rapidly for Sr1-xRxFeAsF1-y (R = Nd, 

Sm) in a small y region and it is gradually increases with y for 
Sr1-xLaxFeAsF1-y. 

The upper critical magnetic field of Sr0.5Nd0.5FeAsF is higher 
than that of MgB2 that has the highest critical current density. 

 
2. Preparation and Superconductivity of LiFe1-xCoxAs and 
Li1-xYxFeAs  

The 111 phases are obtained as main phase. Lattice constants a 

and c were 3.770Å and 6.358Å for LiFeAs, 3.773Å and 6.350 
Å for LiFe0.98Co0.02As, and 3.772Å and 6.333 Å for 

Li0.9Y0.1FeAs, respectively. As FeAs is observed as impurities 
phase, Li is considered to slightly evaporate during sample 

preparation. Tc of LiFeAs is 10.8K which is smaller than the reported value. Tc of LiFe0.98Co0.02As is 
9.5 K and Tc decreased with increasing Co concentration. Li0.9Y0.1FeAs does not show 

superconductivity above 3 K and the electrical resistivity of normal state also increased. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Magneto-optical image of magnetic domains after single pulse laser 

irradiations. (b)Subtracted (difference of each sets of images) images. 

Fig. 2� XMCD images of arrays of 2 μm diameter GdFeCo disks after single 

pulse laser irradiations (Nature communications 2012) 

Ultra Fast Information Recording and Ultra Fast Photo Magnetic Switching 
 

Arata TSUKAMOTO, Akiyoshi ITOH 
Information Storage; Supramolecules and Self-Assembly 

 
  The ever increasing the capacity of storing information motivates the search for faster approaches to 
process and magnetically record information. Most computers store data on magnetic hard disk drives, 

in which the direction – “up” or “down” – of the magnetic moments in a small region of the disk 
corresponds to a binary bit. However, it was faced to unavoidable fundamental problem for faster 

operation in conventional way known as ferromagnetic resonance limit. We have experimentally 
demonstrated that an excitation of magnetization reversal phenomena can be triggered by the ultra-

short pulsed laser irradiation. This finding reveals an ultrafast and efficient pathway for writing 
magnetic bits. Based on deep understanding of relationship between light and magnet including above 

new discovery, we are striving to establish the fundamental techniques of researching and developing 
ultrafast spin manipulation. 

 
It has been unexpectedly found that the ultrafast laser-induced spin reversal in GdFeCo, where spins 

are coupled antiferromagnetically, occurs by way of a transient ferromagnetic-like state (Nature 2011). 

Such a novel strongly non-equilibrium spin dynamics may lead to yet unexplored magnetization 

reversal. We found that magnetization reversal could be achieved without any magnetic field, using an 

ultrafast thermal energy load alone (Nature communications 2012). Until now it has been generally 

assumed that heating alone, not represented as a vector at all, cannot result in a deterministic reversal 

of magnetization, although it may assist this process. We found experimentally deterministic 

magnetization reversal in a ferrimagnetic GdFeCo driven by an ultrafast heating of the medium 

resulting from the absorption of a sub-picosecond laser pulse without the presence of a magnetic field. 

Fig. 1 shows magneto-optical image of magnetic domains after single pulse laser irradiations. 

Subtracted (difference of each sets of images) images shows various magnetic domain was reversed in 

same areal size by laser irradiation for all the cases. To exclude the possibility of artifacts caused by 

dipolar interactions from 

surrounded magnetic material, 

arrays of 2 μm diameter disks 

were fabricated as Fig. 2. The 

size was chosen so that the 

structures are much smaller than 

the laser spot size. The 

magnetization reversal 

phenomenon was successfully 

confirmed. A further set of 

experiments shows that this 

switching occurs independently 

of polarization and initial state 

in thin films of GdFeCo. 

Importantly for technological 

applications, we show 
experimentally that this type of 

switching can occur when 
starting at room temperature. 
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Distribution of Energy Flow by Dielectric Waveguide with 
Rhombic Dielectric Structures along a Middle Layer 

–Case of Compared with Deformed Rhombic Dielectric Structure– 
 

Tsuneki YAMASAKI 
Quantum Theory and Computation Group 

 

  We have analyzed the guiding problem by dielectric waveguides with defects composed of dielectric circular 

cylinders array and deformed rhombic dielectric structure in the middle layer and investigated the influence of 

energy flow for defect area by using the propagation constants at the guided region. From the numerical results, 

it is shown that we can be obtained the confinement efficiency by rhombic dielectric structure compared with 

deformed rhombic dielectric structures in the middle layer for both TE0 and TM0 modes. 

These results have been�Reference�as follows: 
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UCSF Helen Diller Family Comprehensive Cancer Center 
Allan Balmain, PhD, FRSE Professor 

 

 
Overall, the Nihon University N. Research Project has made good progress over the past year, with 

well over 100 publications in 2011, in addition to several patent applications and numerous 
presentations at scientific meetings. Page 4 of the Report shows a schematic with the relationships 

between the different technology and medical groups. Reviews of multidisciplinary projects often 
have a section that highlights the cross-talk and collaboration between the different groups, in order to 

demonstrate the fact that groups are working together to achieve common goals. Further information 
on the degree of collaboration would have been useful, as it is not easy to extract this information from 

the list of publications. For example, a list of publications that highlights joint authorship by 
participating scientists in the program would be helpful.  

 
The Medical group lists 52 publications in international journals (including several that involve 

collaborations between different groups) as well as a large number of manuscripts in Japanese.  
Progress reports on 8 projects were included, most of which involved the use of the Pyrrole-Imidizole 

polyamides to assess a range of targeted molecules for specific functions related to cancer 
development or progression. These molecules continue to show promise as potential therapeutic drugs, 

and the Nihon group is pursuing this avenue rigorously. Project 3 (Fukuda et al) has extended the 
original observations on targeting of TGFB to in vivo trials in marmosets, demonstrating the efficacy 

of the drug in inhibition of scar formation. Although not many details are provided, this would appear 
to be a very good application of this technology, as the ability to deliver locally to the skin gets around 

the remaining difficulties related to tissue distribution and targeting of specific cell types in vivo. An 
intriguing project on  “plasma medicine” was mentioned but not enough details were available to 

allow an assessment of the goals. Additional projects on targeting of MYC (Soma et al) or LIT1 
(Koshinaga) using the PIP approach were described. In both cases, effects on growth of cells were 

seen, but controls showing the effects of down regulation of the target genes by standard approaches 
eg use of shRNAs, would have been helpful. A novel approach to targeting of the TMPRSS2-ERG 

fusion in prostate cancer was presented. The Figures were very small and difficult to evaluate. This 
was the case generally for several of the projects, and it might be best either to make them more 

legible or miss them out completely. The TMPRSS2 fusion-targeted compound seemed to affect 
anchorage-independent growth, but effects on proliferation (Fig2) seemed strange. There was no 

obvious dose-response, and the 1 day result seemed to suggest an increase in proliferation after drug 
treatment compared to controls. Additional experiments to target TGFB and/or MMP9 for inhibition of 

metastasis are being carried out by the Nagase group, with promising results. It would be very good to 
see these studies progressing to controlled preclinical trials and subsequently into the clinic. The 

Watanabe/Nagase group emphasized the value of collaborations between the different departments at 
Nihon University.  

The experiments on use of TGFB inhibitors for cell reprogramming and IPS cell applications is 
promising, and others (e.g. the group of Rafii in Boston) have shown that inhibition of this pathway 

can help to regenerate endothelial cells from alternative cell types (Cell 2012).  It would be important 
for the future of the PIP drugs to demonstrate the advantages of this particular mode of inhibition over 

the small molecule approaches being used by others.  
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���� / Supplementary Materials since 2012 
L

1. f��� 2012.2.27��»Ç��d�¼<ÅLL OKI"U�M=L Æ�L�»i,>Ms

=��, 
 

2. f�È0�Y 2012.3.5�OKI "UML d�?Æ�L�»i,>Ms=��L ½�¼<@
d¡�»ANÇ����ÉÅ�, 

 
3. U�M=J¸ 2012.3.15�g�q�B�¾¿ÅL=¸F j� N.C��-��, 

 
4. PhotonicsSpectra 2012.6. �OKI Develops Light Source, 

 
5. 0¢N�������� 2012.6.26 Dr. M. Sahabul Alam (University of Dhaka, Bangladesh; 

Visiting Researcher of Nihon University) "Supramolecular Nanoarchitectures — Novel 
Functional Materials for Molecular Electronics" 

 
6. 	
��������� 2012.7.23 Dr. M. Sahabul Alam (University of Dhaka, Bangladesh; 

Visiting Researcher of Nihon University) "Structural and Transport Properties of 
One-Dimensional Coordination Polymers and Spin Cross-Over Complexe 

 
7. �� N.���������
������������� !"#$%&'(N.��

������)*+,-,2012.9.15 �./� 
 

8. 012��3���� 2012.10.1 Yu-Xiang Zheng45(Key Laboratory of Micro and Nano 
Photonic Structures, Ministry of Education, Department of Optical Science and Engineering, 

Fudan University, Shanghai, China) ”Development of ellipsometry and its applications in 
nanoscale material 

 
9. 012��3���� 2012.10.5 Yu-Xiang Zheng45(Key Laboratory of Micro and Nano 

Photonic Structures, Ministry of Education, Department of Optical Science and Engineering, 
Fudan University, Shanghai, China) ”Folded spectrometer and its application in optical 

monitoring for thin film deposition” 
 

10. 012��3���� 2012.10.17 Andrei Kirilyuk45(Radboud University Nijmegen, The 
Netherland) ”Laser-induced magnetization dynamics and reversal: the role of angular 

momentums” 
 

11. 012��3���� 2012.10.26 Andrei Kirilyuk45(Radboud University Nijmegen, The 
Netherland) 

 
12. �6�+78 2012.10.15��������� !"$%&L N.���
�, 

 
13. 	
��������� 2012.11.12  Dr. Gary Richards(College of Science and Technology, 

Nihon University) “Pyrazinacenes: Synthesis and Self-Assembling Propertiesof Nitrogen-Rich 
Acene Analogues” 

 
14. �6�+78 2013.1.9�6+9 DFAT:;<=�>?1, 
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Development of ellipsometry and its applications in 

nanoscale materials 

 

Yu-Xiang Zheng���

 

��� !"#$%#&'#%(���)*+,����-./�01�2345��6�

Key Laboratory of Micro and Nano Photonic Structures, Ministry of Education, 

Department of Optical Science and Engineering, Fudan University, Shanghai, China  

 

 

2012� 107 1897:15:00�16;30�  
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Laser-induced magnetization dynamics and reversal:  

the role of angular momentum 

 

Andrei Kirilyuk���

 

������� !�"#� $%&'��(� )*/+,$$#%�

Radboud University Nijmegen, Institute for Molecules and Materials,  

 

 

2012� 10- 17./0114:00�15230�  
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